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Zusammenfassung
Aus Messungen des Global Ozone Monitoring Experiments sind Brommonoxid-Säulendichten für den
Zeitraum von 1996 bis 2001 auf globaler Ebene abgeleitet worden. Dieser Datensatz ist unter ver-
schiedenen Gesichtspunkten untersucht worden: Zwei Methoden zur Trennung der stratosphärischen
und troposphärischen Anteile an der gesamten Säulendichte sind entwickelt worden. Die Methode,
die auf einem festen Sonnen-Zenit-Winkelintervall beruht, ist zur Untersuchung der Evolution des
stratosphärischen BrOs angewendet worden. Als Ergebnis ist eine Zunahme der stratosphärischen
BrO-Last im untersuchten Zeitraum, im Einklang mit anderen Messungen, festgestellt worden. Zeitrei-
hen des troposphärischen Anteils der Säulendichte sind mit der anderen Methode, unter Benutzung
eines Referenzortes, berechnet worden. Diese Zeitreihen sind dann mit in-situ Ozon-Messungen ver-
glichen worden, wobei eine vernünftige Korrelation festgestellt worden ist. Unterschiede in sowohl
stratosphärischem als auch troposphärischem BrO zwischen beiden Hemisphären sind diskutiert worden,
wobei die Nordhemisphäre für gewöhnlich höhere stratosphärische und troposphärische Säulendichten
zeigt. Quellen und Quellstärken von BrO in der Grenzschicht sind untersucht worden. Erhöhtes tro-
posphärisches BrO in der Grenzschicht wird häufig bei Bromexplosionsereignissen im polaren Frühling
gefunden und führt zu troposphärischen Ozonlöchern. Das Meereis und insbesondere Eisblumen sind
die Quelle dieser Ereignisse. Die Fläche, die von ”Wolken” mit erhöhtem BrO überdeckt wird, ist in
der Nordhemisphäre zwischen 1996 und 2001 um 10% pro Jahr angestiegen. Dies deutet darauf hin,
dass die Quellstärke, möglicherweise durch Veränderungen des arktischen Meereises, zugenommen hat.
Die Identifikation anderer Quellen, wie Vulkanen oder Salzseen, ist mit diesem satellitengestützten In-
strument nicht gelungen. Starke Hinweise für die Existenz einer BrO Hintergrundkonzentration in der
freien Troposphäre sind gesammelt worden, wobei ein Mischungsverhältnis von etwa 2pptv und eine
untere Grenze der Lebensdauer von etwa vier Tagen geschätzt worden sind. Transportereignisse von
polarem troposphärischem BrO hin zu mittleren Breiten sind entdeckt worden.
Abstract
Column densities of bromine monoxide have been derived from satellite borne Global Ozone Monitoring
Experiment measurements for the time period from 1996 to 2001 on a global scale. This data set has
been analyzed under various aspects: two methods two achieve a separation of the stratospheric and
tropospheric fractions of the total column density have been developed. The method relying on a fixed
solar zenith angle interval has been used to study the evolution of stratospheric BrO abundances. As a
result, it has been found in accordance with other measurements that the average stratospheric BrO load
has increased during the time period under investigation. Time series of tropospheric column density
fractions derived with the other method using a reference site, have been successfully compared to in-situ
ozone measurements yielding a reasonably good correlation. Differences between both hemispheres in
stratospheric as well as tropospheric BrO have been discussed. The northern hemisphere usually shows
higher stratospheric and tropospheric column densities. Sources and source strengths of boundary layer
BrO have been investigated. Enhanced tropospheric boundary layer BrO is often released in bromine
explosion events during polar spring leading to tropospheric ozone holes. The sea-ice and especially
frost flowers are the sources for these events. The area covered by ’clouds’ of enhanced BrO column
densities in the northern hemisphere has increased by about 10% per year from 1996 to 2001. This
indicates that the source strength has increased which is probably due to changes in the Arctic sea-ice
cover. The identification of other sources like volcanoes or salt lakes from this satellite borne instrument
has not been successful. Strong evidence for a free tropospheric BrO background has been gathered. It
has been estimated that about 2pptv BrO are present in the free troposphere with a lower boundary of
its lifetime of about four days. Transport events of polar tropospheric Bro towards mid-latitudes and
into the free troposphere have been discovered.

Meinem kleinen Stern
C.E.F.

Die Entwicklung der Wissenschaft löst das "Bekannte" immer mehr in ein Unbekanntes auf: – sie will
aber gerade das Umgekehrte und geht von dem
Instinkt aus, das Unbekannte auf das Bekannte zurückzuführen.
Friedrich Nietzsche
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Bromine monoxide is a very important atmospheric trace gas, because it destroys ozone very
effectively. Since ozone is needed for the formation of HOx, the most important oxidizing
substance in the troposphere, BrO has a large influence on the oxidation capacity of the atmo-
sphere. Furthermore, in the stratosphere BrO contributes to the formation of the stratospheric
ozone hole. In addition to the bromine catalyzed ozone destruction, bromine monoxide is also
involved in other important aspects of atmospheric chemistry: Bromine radicals lead to a
decrease in Cloud Condensation Nuclei (CCNs), especially in remote marine regions, via the
reduction of atmospheric sulphur dioxide. The decline of CCNs has an important consequence
for the climate, because it implies a reduction of atmospheric albedo. In polar regions bromine
radicals are responsible for the oxidation of gaseous elemental mercury, enabling the uptake of
toxic mercury by biological organisms.
Atmospheric chemistry is closely related to other aspects of the climate system. Dynamical
processes like transport phenomena and planetary waves play an important role. The
distribution of atmospheric BrO is also influenced by the seasons and changing temperatures.
The most pronounced feature of bromine monoxide abundances are the spring time bromine
explosion events in the polar boundary layer, which lead to tropospheric ozone holes. These
events are due to an interaction between atmospheric photochemistry, the sea-ice or snowpack,
and the ocean beneath the sea-ice.
The interaction between the sea-ice, ocean, and the atmosphere makes the bromine chemistry
dependent on alterations in surface temperature. The Earth’s climate system and atmosphere
are changing: The surface temperature (Fig. 1.1) and sea level are rising, precipitation patterns
change, the Arctic sea ice cover is declining. These variations are likely due to an anthropogenic
greenhouse effect (IPCC (2001), Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change).
Satellite remote sensing allows the simultaneous measurement of various parameters of the
Earth’s climate system and the chemical composition of the atmosphere with global temporal
and spatial resolution for a long period of time. Passive spectroscopic measurements of the
Earth’s atmospheric composition can be achieved by measuring the light that is scattered from
the Earth’s atmosphere or reflected from its surface. The ratio of the backscattered earthshine
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Figure 1.1: Variation of the Earth’s surface temperature. Adapted from IPCC (2001) from their web-site.
spectrum to the incident solar spectrum contains information about the column densities of
various trace gases like O3, NO2, BrO, HCHO, O4, H2O, SO2, OClO.
The Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME) is a satelliteborne UV/vis spectrometer
that provides insight in the temporal and spatial evolution of bromine monoxide and other
trace gases on a global scale including very remote regions and for a long period of time. At
the same time information about aerosols, clouds and surface albedo can be gathered. With
the use of the global data set derived from GOME for many years it has become possible
to compare various regions and perform statistical analysis, in order to study annual and
interannual variations of the distribution of bromine monoxide.
An important issue that has been addressed during the course of this study is the separation of
the stratospheric and tropospheric fraction of the measured total bromine monoxide Vertical
Column Densities (VCDs) in order to describe spatial and temporal evolution of stratospheric
and tropospheric bromine monoxide in more detail. In addition, time series of stratospheric
bromine monoxide are analyzed to verify whether the annual cycle is in agreement with
current understanding and if changes on the average in the stratospheric bromine monoxide
abundances as suggested by other measurements can be observed from satellite. The spatial,
temporal and statistical fluctuations of tropospheric1 bromine monoxide vertical column
1Mostly tropospheric BrO VCDs should be referred to more precisely as boundary layer BrO VCDs. However,
it cannot be distinguished in all cases whether a BrO cloud over the ice is still in the boundary layer where its
sources are or in an aloft layer. Note that free tropospheric BrO must be distinguished from tropospheric BrO.
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densities are studied with respect to annual and interannual variations, changes in source
strengths and correlation with other parameters like ozone mixing ratios and sea ice coverage.
The study of tropospheric bromine monoxide is extended from polar regions to mid-latitudes.
It is interesting to check whether tropospheric sources apart from the Arctic and Antarctic are
observable by satellite. Important open question regarding the lifetime of bromine monoxide
and a likely free tropospheric bromine monoxide background have also been studied and will
be discussed. Furthermore differences between both hemispheres with respect to tropospheric
and stratospheric bromine monoxide evolutions have been investigated.
This thesis is divided into three major parts. In the first part the basics of Atmospheric
Physics (chapter 2) and Chemistry (chapter 3) will be presented as far as necessary to describe
the matters under investigation here. Important features that will be discussed are the lifetime
of bromine monoxide (section 3.3.3), changes in the polar sea ice cover (section 2.5), and possi-
ble sources of bromine monoxide (section 3.3.1.1). As it turns out the occurrence of boundary
layer bromine monoxide during polar spring is basically a natural phenomenon that is due to
an interconnection of sea ice, the ocean below the ice, the snowpack and the atmosphere.
The second part will focus on the GOME instrument (chapter 4), outlining its viewing geome-
tries and spectroscopic features, the retrieval methods (chapter 5) error sources and propagation
of errors (chapter 6) as well as giving a comparison to data (chapter 7) measured from other
platforms. The Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS) as well as the concept
of Air Mass Factors (AMF) and the derivation of Slant Column Densities (SCDs) and vertical
column densities will be introduced briefly. A main difference to the former retrieval developed
by Wagner (1999) is the normalization of the data as suggested by Richter et al. (2002) which
will be discussed in section 5.3.
In the third part results of the analysis of a consolidated bromine monoxide data set compris-
ing six years (1996 to 2001) of GOME data will be discussed. The data have been analyzed
under various aspects: In chapter 8 two possible approaches to separate the tropospheric and
stratospheric parts of the measured vertical column densities are discussed and applied to study
the evolution of stratospheric bromine monoxide but also to derive tropospheric vertical col-
umn densities which are then compared to in-situ ozone measurements at Barrow, Alaska.
Then chapter 9 continues with the discussion of tropospheric bromine monoxide. The temporal
and spatial distribution and evolution of bromine monoxide vertical column densities in both
hemispheres will be shown. Questions to be addressed include a change in source strength,
asymmetries between both hemispheres and the existence of a free tropospheric background.
This discussion will be extended to mid-latitudes in chapter 10 where it will be studied whether
bromine monoxide sources like volcanoes or salt lakes are detectable by the GOME. Finally in
chapter 11 transport events will be shown and an estimate of the lifetime of bromine monoxide
as well as possible consequences for a free tropospheric background will be discussed.
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Part I
Objects of Investigation
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Chapter 2
Atmospheric Dynamics and
Atmosphere-Sea Ice Interactions
In this chapter some aspects concerning atmospheric dynamics and the link between the atmo-
sphere and the sea ice will be introduced briefly as far as these aspects are related to the work
presented in this thesis. In particular, solar irradiation, the vertical structure of the atmosphere
and the atmospheric circulation will be outlined. Interactions between the atmosphere and the
sea-ice will be sketched, briefly discussing the growth of frost flowers. Possible changes in the
thickness and extent of the Arctic ice cover that are likely due to anthropogenic effects on the
climate system will be presented. Details concerning atmospheric dynamics can be found in
e.g. Barry and Chorley (1998); Roedel (2000).
2.1 Solar Irradiance
The main driving force of the Earth’s climate system is the solar radiation which is very similar
to the radiation of a blackbody at 5800 K. Major differences of the extraterrestrial spectrum
are due to absorptions in the solar photosphere.
The solar spectrum on the surface of the Earth also shows absorption features of H2O, O2
and especially O3 which absorbs the low wavelengths part of the spectrum therefore protecting
the biosphere from harmful UV radiation. This is depicted in Fig. 2.1. The incoming solar
irradiance changes over a year as a function of latitude (see upper image in Fig. 3.8) with
maxima on December, 21 and June, 211 in the southern and northern hemisphere, respectively.
The changes are small near the equator and increase towards the poles. Near the equator the
solar flux is larger than towards the poles. This leads to significant differences in equatorial
and polar air temperatures and generates macroscale transport processes to compensate these
differences. The surface itself acts as a black body of about 288 K, but a relevant part of
the thermal radiation is reflected by atmospheric greenhouse gases. Aside from fluctuations of
the solar activity, the incident irradiance, apart from the fraction that is reflected due to the
planetary albedo, remains unchanged for the total Earth system (solar constant= 1.37 kW/m2).
Therefore, an additional warming of the lower atmosphere due to the greenhouse effect must
1The troposphere usually lags behind in temperature response by a month.
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Figure 2.1: Solar irradiance on top of the atmosphere and at sea level (solid lines). A black body curve
of appropriate temperature is used for comparison. Image adapted from Graedel and Crutzen (1993).
be coupled with a cooling of the upper atmosphere. An additional anthropogenic greenhouse
effect would have to lead to an increased stratospheric radiative cooling that has been observed
in recent times (IPCC , 2001).
2.2 Vertical Structure of the Atmosphere
The vertical structure of the atmosphere does not show a continuous decrease of thermody-
namic parameters. Instead, various processes and their interactions lead to a more complicated
structure in the temperature profile of the atmosphere (cf. Fig. 2.2). Assuming isothermal
conditions, the pressure decreases with altitude according to p = p0 exp(−mg/kT · z)2. For the
temperature simple thermodynamics does not suffice, instead the humidity and convective pro-
cesses also have to be taken into account. The tropospheric temperature profile is dominated by
adiabatic compression and expansion3 of dry and humid air. Radiative cooling by water vapor
leads to a local temperature minimum at the altitude where water vapor is still in abundance.
This local temperature minimum is referred to as the tropopause. At higher altitudes, i.e. in
the stratosphere only little convection is found. It is dominated by radiative processes like
absorption of short wave radiation by ozone, or to be more precise, by the equilibrium between
heating due to solar irradiation and radiative cooling. At the stratopause a local maximum in
temperature is reached. Then the temperature decreases until the mesopause and afterward
in the thermosphere due to oxygen UV absorption the temperatures can reach up to 1000◦ C
and more. The atmospheric temperature profile is sketched in Fig. 2.2.
The boundary layer is the lowest part of the troposphere which is influenced by friction while
the atmosphere above the boundary layer is dominated by geostrophic flow4. The boundary
2This in principle only holds for an ideal gas. To be more precise the humidity etc. have to be included.
3The troposphere is therefore characterized by convection and relative strong mixing of air masses occurs.
4An atmospheric current in which Coriolis force and the pressure gradient are in balance.
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Figure 2.2: Vertical structure of the atmosphere. The numbers on the left show the percentage of the
mass of the atmosphere found above. Image adapted from Roedel (2000).
layer has a height of about one kilometer and is subdivided into a molecular-viscose layer
that extends over some millimeters where turbulence can be neglected and molecular processes
dominate. Next comes the Prandtl layer which is about 20 - 100 m high and in which friction
dominates against pressure gradients and Coriolis force. In the Ekman layer the wind direc-
tion is described by the Ekman spiral until being parallel with the geostrophic wind above the
boundary layer.
2.3 Large Scale Atmospheric Circulation Patterns
Unequal heating is the main driving mechanism responsible for the global atmospheric circu-
lation. Due to the stronger heating at the equator, the warm equatorial air rises and expands
until it reaches the tropopause. The tropopause stops the upward motion of this air, causing
it to spread and move towards the colder polar regions. Simultaneously, cold and dense air
at the poles sinks and starts to flow towards the equator, replacing the rising warm air in
this region. If no further driving mechanisms are considered, this would lead to a single cell
circulation between equator and pole. However, the Earth’s rotation originates the Coriolis
force which affects the thermal induced circulation pattern and leads to large scale circulation
characteristics in the atmosphere (Fig. 2.3). The latitudinal transfer of heat is described by a
model introducing three cells: the Hadley cell, the Ferrel cell and the polar cell.
2.3.1 The Three-Cell Circulation
In the three-cell circulation model, each hemisphere is divided into three cells of circulation,
one cell spanning 30 degrees of latitude.
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Figure 2.3: Global atmospheric circulation patterns. Image adapted from Roedel (2000).
Hadley Cell The Hadley cell is the strongest of the three cells of circulation and is formed
as warm air rises above the equator and starts to flow northwards. The Coriolis force deflects
the flow to the right, becoming an upper-level westerly flow. As this air moves northeastwards
in direction to the pole, it cools and a portion of it sinks at about 30◦. Near to the surface
the sinking air has to move sidewards and spreads northwards and southwards. The southward
moving air again deflects to the right, becoming the northeasterly trade winds. Because of the
circulation in the Hadley cell, two pressure belts are created. The first is a belt of semipermanent
high pressure that results from the sinking air at 30◦ . This belt of high pressure is called the
subtropical ridge. The second pressure belt is a trough of low pressure near the Equator. It is
called the near equatorial trough or the inter tropical convergence zone (ITCZ).
Polar Cell The mean position of the polar cell is between 60◦ and pole. At the pole, cold,
dense air descends, causing an area of subsidence and high pressure. The Coriolis force is
strongest at the poles, so that the sinking air, moving southwards near the surface, deflects
sharply to the right. This wind regime is called the surface polar easterlies, although winds in
higher altitudes are still predominantly from the southwest.
Ferrel Cell The mid-latitude circulation cell between the Polar cell and the Hadley cell is
called the Ferrel cell and can be considered as residual of the Polar and the Hadley cell. The
Ferrel cell is assumed to be a forced phenomena, induced by interaction between the other two
cells. The stronger downward vertical motion and surface convergence at 30◦ coupled with
surface convergence and net upward vertical motion at 60◦ induces the circulation of this cell.
The wind along the surface in the Ferrel cell is westerly in both hemispheres due to the Coriolis
force.
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Planetary Waves The region where warmer mid-latitude air masses coincide with colder
polar air, that is the boundary between the Ferrel cell and the polar cell, is called polar front.
Along the polar front the cyclones of the mid-latitude develop. Above the polar front exists
the polar jetstream. These are relatively fast uniform winds concentrated within the upper
atmosphere in a narrow band. The polar jetstream is located in the mid-latitudes at an altitude
of approximately 10 kilometers and characterized by wind speeds between 110 to 185 kilometers
per hour. The polar front is a meandering zone with a pattern of long waves, also called
planetary waves or Rossby waves. This is sketched in Fig. 2.4. Rossby waves typically
Figure 2.4: Sketch of Rossby wave pattern. Orange air is warm while blue air is cold.
have a wavenumber of 3-5/circumference. Initial pertubations lead to cyclogenesis5 which
induces diffusional meridional transport. In the northern hemisphere cyclones lead to counter
clockwise transport of air masses. Since initial perturbation usually tend to occur at the same
location (these perturbations can be caused by e.g. mountains) the patterns of cyclones on the
average are quite similar (see also Fig. 11.2). In the southern hemisphere, because the radiation
budget is much more negative and no continent is located in the low pressure trough there is
less perturbation of geostrophic winds and meridional transport is reduced compared to the
northern hemisphere.
2.4 Interhemispheric and Troposphere-Stratosphere Mixing
The time that is required to mix tropospheric air between the Northern and Southern Hemi-
sphere extratropics is on the order of one year as indicated by observations of long-lived tracers.
Mixing within the extratropical troposphere is known to be quite efficient, with timescales of a
few months, in large part due to effective mixing by Rossby waves and extratropical cyclones.
The mechanisms for transport through the Tropics, however, are not well understood.
Transfer between troposphere and stratosphere principally occurs in the tropics where tropo-
spheric air enters the stratosphere and moves poleward (see Fig. 2.5). By mass conservation,
this so-called Brewer-Dobson transport circulation must close by stratospheric air returning to
the troposphere in mid-latitudes. Seasonal changes in tropopause height in tropics entrains
air. Another seasonality is introduced by planetary wave patterns. These waves propagate
5Anticyclones are much more stable than cyclones.
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westward relative to the mean wind, and thus tend to exert a westward zonal force where they
break. Since most planetary-wave drag occurs in the winter hemisphere a seasonality in the
stratospheric poleward motion is found. The same asymmetry as discussed for the cyclone
genesis is found in the stratospheric mass circulations between both hemispheres.
Figure 2.5: Stratosphere troposphere exchange. Image adapted from Holton et al. (1995).
2.5 Atmosphere-Sea Ice Interactions and Changes in the Arctic
and Antarctic Ice Cover
The atmosphere and the sea ice are closely interlinked in several aspects: The ice-albedo feed-
back, wind-driven dynamics of polynias (openings between drift ice and fast ice or the coast) and
resulting exchange of latent heat between the underlying ocean and the atmosphere, wind-driven
geographical extent of sea ice fields, the formation of North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) that
drives the Gulf stream which in turn influences the climate in Europe and the sea ice forma-
tion in northern Europe etc. Another aspect of ocean-sea ice-atmosphere interaction is the
formation of frost flowers and a subsequent change in the atmosphere’s chemical composition
(see chapter 3 and particularly section 3.3.1.1). It has been shown by e.g. Rind et al. (2001)
that the fresh water supply to the northern ocean influences the formation of NADW that in
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turn drives the Gulf current. A large input of fresh water would lead to a cessation or weak-
ening of NADW formation which in turn would lead to a cessation or weakening of the Gulf
current. Observations by Curry et al. (2003) revealed that the salinity in poleward regions in
both hemispheres of the Atlantic decreases while the salinity of the upper water columns at
lower latitudes increases. This possible shift in the hydrologic cycle is possibly linked to global
warming.
Various investigations concerning the area and extent of sea ice as well as the ice thickness
in both hemispheres have been performed. Since the sea ice covered polar areas are the most
important source areas for enhanced tropospheric BrO (see part III), these investigations con-
cerning changes in the Arctic and Antarctic ice cover will be discussed below. Note that these
findings are helpful for the interpretation of results in section 9.4.
2.5.1 Antarctic Changes in Temperature, Sea Ice Area and Extent
In a study by Zwally et al. (2002) satellite microwave observations of the Antarctic have
been analyzed. During 1979 - 1998 the total sea ice extent (with ice concentration exceed-
ing 15%) has increased by 0.98 ± 0.37 %/decade while the sea ice area6 has increased by
1.26 ± 0.43 %/decade. The Antarctic had been subdivided into five regions for which this be-
havior differed. While the sea ice extent has increased in the Weddell Sea (1.4 ± 0.9 %/decade),
the Pacific (2 ± 1.4 %/decade) and the Ross Sea (6.7 ± 1.1%/decade) it has decreased in the
Indic (-1 ± 1 %/decade) and the Bellinghausen-Amundsen (-9.7 ± 1.5 %/decade) sectors. The
winter and spring trends have been negative for all sectors except the Ross Sea while the
summer and fall trends are positive or zero for all regions except the Bellinghausen-Amundsen
sector. Kwok and Comiso (2002a) pointed out that during 1982 - 1998 the surface temperatures
above the Antarctic continent have been falling but the surface temperature above the sea ice
zone have been rising which led to a negative sea ice trend in some regions. This temperature
anomalies are likely linked to the Southern Oscillation (SO) and the Southern Annular Mode
(SAM). Especially the strong negative trend between mid 1988 to early 1991 sea ice extent
in the Bellinghausen-Amundsen Sea as well as the sea surface temperature in the Ross Sea is
strongly linked to the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) (Kwok and Comiso, 2002b). It has
also been reported that a shortening of the ice season in the eastern Ross Sea, the Amundsen,
and the far west Weddell Sea occurred while lengthening in the western Ross Sea, the Belling-
hausen Sea, and the central Weddel Sea gyre in the period 1988 - 1994 has been observed. In
summary there is a slight increase in both ice extent and area but during winter and spring in
most regions a slight decrease is found.
2.5.2 Arctic Changes in Temperature, Sea Ice Area and Extent
Ice thickness measurements made during submarine cruises between 1958 - 1976 and 1993 -
1997 have been compared to each other. According to this investigation (Rothrock et al., 1999)
the sea ice thickness in the deep water portions of the Arctic Ocean has decreased from 3.1 to
1.8 m. In eight years of satellite altimeter observation between 65◦ to 81.5◦ N by Laxon et al.
(2003) high-frequency inter annual variability in the mean ice thickness have been found. These
6In general the sea ice extent is defined as the extension of a region with more than 15% ice concentration,
while the area is the extent weighted by the ice concentration.
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changes are not dominated by wind stress but by changes in the amount of summer melting.
A prolonged melt season would therefore lead to a decrease of ice thickness.
Another study (Comiso, 2002) has reported a decrease in the perennial Arctic sea ice of 9%
per decade and in increase of the fraction of second year ice in the 1990ies which leads to the
conclusion of overall thinning of the ice cover. In addition an increase in ice surface temperature
of 1.2 K/decade has been found resulting in a longer melting period and further decrease of
the ice volume. If the rate of decrease persists, the perennial sea ice cover will likely disappear
during this century. The total sea ice area has decreased by 2.9 ± 0.4%/decade according to
Cavalieri et al. (1997) during 1978 - 1996. It has been noted that the asymmetry concerning
the changes in the ice cover between both hemispheres is consistent with a modelled response
to CO2 induced climate warming.
Satellite infrared observations under cloud free conditions at the Arctic during 1981 - 2001 have
been analyzed by Comiso (2003). This study resulted in a positive overall temperature trend
of 0.33 ± 0.16◦ C/decade. The positive trend has been found to be most pronounced in spring,
summer, and autumn, over the multiyear sea ice even in winter. This, however, differs for
various regions and seasons: In winter warming over North America, Europe and the Beaufort
Sea while cooling over Alaska, Siberia, the Bering and Chukchi Sea, as well as over large parts
of the Arctic basin has been observed. In summer nearly everywhere (except over Greenland)
warming and therefore an increase in melting period has been measured.
The areas of ice free water in the western and eastern (relative to 0◦ longitude) Arctic regions
usually follow a cyclical pattern on decadal scales which are due to atmospheric forcing (Arctic
and North Atlantic Oscillation (AO/NAO)) with a time lag of about three years between
the eastern and western Arctic regions. This pattern has been interrupted (Comiso et al.,
2003) by unusually large anomalies 1993 and 1998 in the western and 1995 in the eastern
region. Furthermore warming and freshening of the oceanic top layer (likely due to increased
ice melt and/or river runoff) has been found and confirmed by buoys in 8, 45 and 75 m depths.
The increase in surface temperature is correlated with the observed decline of summer sea ice
coverage. The sea ice extent and area in September 2002 have been found to be the lowest
recorded since 1978 (Serreze et al., 2003). Also earlier developments of coastal leads (linear
breaks in the sea ice cover) and polynias have been observed.
In summary the multiyear sea ice and ice thickness decrease while temperatures and duration
of melt season are increasing. Open leads and polynias occur earlier and the upper oceanic
layer is freshening. These results can be explained by the increase of surface temperatures due
to the likely anthropogenic greenhouse effect.
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2.5.3 The Formation of Frost Flowers
Frost flowers are fragile ice crystals that form on the sea ice in both hemispheres mostly at open
leads and polynias. They are highly saline and grow up to a height of 10 - 30 mm. Frost flower
formation takes place in several steps: Since sea ice contains less salt than the sea water from
which it forms a highly saline brine stays on top of the ice7. In thin and porous young ice brine
can also be transported due to the thermomolecular pressure gradient to the relatively colder
surface8. The atmospheric layer above the ice surface is characterized by strong turbulence
with a temperature profile showing rapid decrease with heights over a few centimeters. At the
surface the brine then accumulates and forms both, a liquid and slush layer. Water evaporates
from the brine into the colder atmosphere leading to the formation of a layer of about 1 - 3 cm
thickness above the brine that is supersaturated with water vapor in which the frost flowers
grow. The thickness of the slush layer below the frost flowers increases. The frost flowers
themselves soak up the brine due to surface tension. Frost flowers typically have three times
the salinity of sea water. The growth of frost flowers has also been investigated in the laboratory
(see Martin et al. (1995, 1996) and references therein).
Frost flowers last only a few days until being blown away by strong winds or covered by snow.
Figure 2.6: Frost flowers on sea ice covering a lead (photo courtesy of Stefan Kern, University of Hamburg).
Image adapted from Kaleschke et al. (2004).
Aerosols produced from frost flowers can be distinguished from sea salt aerosol by the depleted
sulfate to sodium ratio as compared to sea water. They are the likely source of enhanced
atmospheric BrO (see section 3.3.1.1) that is found in the boundary layer during spring time
BrO explosion events (for a further discussion see also Rankin et al. (2002); Kaleschke et al.
(2004)).
7Of course the majority of the ions are found in the deep waters that are formed at the poles.
8The ice surface is warmer than the air above, since it is "heated" from the ocean below.
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Chapter 3
Atmospheric Bromine Chemistry
Although the Earth’s atmosphere consists mainly of molecular oxygen and nitrogen the atmo-
spheric chemistry is governed by trace gases like O3, OH, HO2, BrO, NO2, SO2, HCHO and
many others. The reactions amongst them can take place in the gas-phase, but not necessar-
ily in thermodynamical equilibrium, in the liquid phase and on surfaces that can be provided
by aerosols or on ground, ice or ocean surfaces. Since many reaction cycles involve photo-
chemistry1 the actinic flux has to be taken into account. The atmospheric chemistry is also
closely interlinked with dynamical processes: Transport phenomena, planetary waves, seasons
and changing temperatures play an important role. And, of course, the anthropogenic influence
due to biomass burning, industry, traffic etc. further complicates matters.
Due to the complex nature of the many feedback mechanisms and the interlinkage to other
aspects of the climate system it is not possible to construct a coherent analytical picture of the
atmospheric chemistry. One has to rely on models2 with more or less justifiable assumptions
instead.
Bromine radicals are very important, because they destroy ozone molecules more efficiently
than chlorine radicals. In the troposphere they also lead to a reduction of the HO2/OH-ratio
(Platt , 2000) and therefore have a large impact on the oxidation capacity of the atmosphere.
They can indirectly reduce the amount of SO2 in the atmosphere and therefore also lead to a
decrease in CCNs (von Glasow et al., 2004), and they can oxidize gaseous elemental mercury
(Schroeder and Munthe, 1998; Ariya et al., 2002).
Since ozone is the most important atmospheric trace gas, a brief overview about the strato-
spheric and tropospheric O3 chemistry will be given. Afterwards the stratospheric bromine
chemistry and its link to the stratospheric ozone hole will be discussed. The main focus of this
chapter will be on tropospheric aspects of BrO chemistry, in particular on the formation of the
tropospheric ozone hole, the link to sulphur and mercury chemistry and the life time of BrO .
1Therefore many trace gas species show a pronounced daily cycle.
2Models can be chemical or dynamical or coupled models that usually are defined on a grid. There are one
and multidimensional chemistry models.
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3.1 Atmospheric Ozone
The maximum concentration of ozone is found in the lower stratosphere at an altitude between
15 and 25 km where the ozone layer absorbs most of the short wave radiation protecting the
biosphere from potentially mutageneous effects3.
Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of the Chapman cycle.
3.1.1 Stratospheric Ozone
Ozone is produced by photolysis of molecular oxygen and a subsequent three-body reaction
which is needed since the produced ozone is in an excited state.
O2
~c/k−→ 2O(3P ), λ ≤ 240nm (R3.1)
O(3P ) + O2 +M→ O3 +M, (R3.2)
then ozone, too is photolyzed at larger wavelength
O3
hc/λ−→ O2 +O(3P ), λ ≤ 1180nm (R3.3)
O3
hc/λ−→ O2 +O(1D), λ ≤ 320nm, (R3.4)
a subsequent quenching reaction takes place
O(1D) +M→ O(3P ) +M (R3.5)
and the produced atomic oxygen can also yield molecular oxygen instead of ozone
O(3P ) + O3 → 2O2 or (R3.6)
2O(3P ) +M→ O2 +M (R3.7)
Most of the produced excited ozone dissociates to form molecular and atomic oxygen again. This
oxygen exchange is very fast. During night when no additional atomic oxygen can be produced
3The typical CS-S bond which is found in e.g. sulfate bridges in proteins has a bond dissociation energy of
103 kcal/mol according to Finlayson-Pitts and Pitts (1986), that is approximately 275 nm.
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by the photolysis of molecular oxygen (reaction (R3.1)) or ozone the ozone concentration builds
up. Since the concentration of atomic oxygen is much smaller than molecular oxygen, it is
obvious that reactions (R3.6)-(R3.7) are less likely than the quenching4 of ozone according to
reaction (R3.2), therefore only a very small fraction of atomic oxygen is reconverted to molecular
oxygen. Since ozone and atomic oxygen cycle very fast between each other they constitute the
odd oxygen in contrast to the molecular oxygen, even oxygen that is linked to the odd oxygen
by rather slow reactions. This Chapman-cycle (Chapman, 1930) is sketched in Fig. 3.1.
It has soon been found out that the Chapman-cycle does not suffice to explain the stratospheric
Figure 3.2: Vertical distribution of absolute contributions to the loss of odd oxygen species calculated
from a one-dimensional model. Image adapted from Zellner (1999).
ozone chemistry. Odd hydrogen compounds HOx, i.e. OH and HO2 (Bates and Nicolet , 1950)
as well as NOx (Crutzen, 1970; Johnston, 1971) (NO, NO2 and NO3) also have to be taken
into account as an additional sink:
O +OH → O2 +H
H +O2 +M → HO2 +M
O +HO2 → O2 +OH
net: 2O → O2 (R3.8)
O +OH → O2 +H
H +O3 +M → OH +O2 +M
net: O +O3 → 2O2 (R3.9)
O3 +OH → O2 +HO2
O +HO2 → OH +O2
net: O +O3 → 2O2 (R3.10)
4However, the quenching is not the most probable reaction. The predominant reaction is the oxygen exchange:
O +O2 ↔ O∗3
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The reactions (R3.8)-(R3.10) constitute a catalytic cycle. For this particular cycle the cata-
lyst, OH is produced in the stratosphere by the reaction of oxygen atoms with water vapor or
methane. Since the tropopause acts as a cold trap and therefore prevents most of the tropo-
spheric water vapor from mixing into the stratosphere, additional water vapor is produced by
the oxidization of methane:
CH4 +O(1D) → OH +CH3
CH4 +OH → H2O +CH3
O(1D) + H2O → 2OH
This HOx-cycle is responsible for approximately 80% of the ozone loss in the lower stratosphere
at an altitude of 10-15 km.
O3 +NO → O2 +NO2
O +NO2 → NO +O2
net: O +O3 → 2O2 (R3.11)
O3 +NO → O2 +NO2
NO2 +O3 → O2 +NO3
NO3
~ω−→ NO2 +O
O +NO2 → NO +O2
net: 2O3 → 3O2 (R3.12)
Nitrogen oxides in the stratosphere are mainly produced by oxidation of N2O,
N2O +O(1D)→ 2NO , (R3.13)
which is a stable, well-mixed constituent of the atmosphere. The ozone loss in the stratosphere
at an altitude of 30-40 km is accounted for 60-70% by the NOx-cycle.
Another ozone destroying catalytic cycle involves chlorine (Stolarski and Cicerone, 1974;Molina
and Rowland , 1974) and/or bromine chemistry. Both halogens are denoted X in the following:
X+O3 → XO +O2 (R3.14)
XO +O → X+O2 which closes the cycle, or (R3.15)
2ClO → Cl2O2 the self-reaction (dimer cycle) (R3.16)
X2O2
~ω−→ XO2 +X (R3.17)
XO2 +M → X+O2 +M (R3.18)
Or with the cross-reaction instead of the self-reaction (R3.16):
BrO + ClO → BrCl + O2, BrCl ~ω−→ Br + Cl (R3.19)
→ Br + ClO2, (R3.20)
→ Br + OClO , OClO ~ω−→ O +ClO (R3.21)
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And along with HOx and NOx:
XO +HO2 → HOX+O2 (R3.22)
OH +O3 → HO2 +O2 (R3.23)
HOX ~ω−→ X+OH (R3.24)
NO +O3 → NO2 +O2 (R3.25)
XO +NO2 +M → XONO2 +M (R3.26)
XONO2
~ω−→ XO +NO2 (R3.27)
~ω−→ X+NO3 (R3.28)
NO3
~ω−→ NO +O2 (R3.29)
In summary: Once XO is produced the cycle could be immediately closed, the self or cross-
reaction as well as the reaction with HO2 or NO2 can take place which in any case leads to a
net loss of ozone. Note that reaction (R3.28) constitutes a null cycle.
Under normal conditions these reactions only take place in the higher stratosphere, where
enough high-energetic UV-radiation and OH are available. The bulk chlorine is present as an
inactive reservoir (HCl, ClONO2) species, due to reactions with NO2, HOx or methane. As
can be seen from Fig. 3.2 the altitudes in which a particular catalytic cycle is most important
differs for the various cycles, i.e. the ozone destruction rate maxima occur in different altitudes
for the various species. The ozone hole as well as the stratospheric bromine chemistry will be
discussed in section 3.2.
3.1.2 Tropospheric Ozone
The production of ozone in the troposphere according to the Chapman-cycle is not possible,
because the UV-radiation needed is completely absorbed by oxygen (λ < 242nm) and ozone
(λ < 290nm) in the stratosphere, i.e. reaction (R3.1) cannot take place. It was shown by
Fishman and Crutzen (1978) that only about half of the available tropospheric ozone is of
stratospheric origin mixed into the troposphere. The production and destruction of ozone in
the troposphere is governed largely by NOx-chemistry5, described by the Leighton-ratio L,
which determines the ozone concentration derived as the photochemical steady state of
NO2
hc/λ−→ NO +O(3P ) λ ≤ 420 nm (R3.30)
O(3P ) + O2 +M → NO +O3 +M k1 = 1.5 · 10−14 cm3 molec−1 sec−1 (R3.31)
NO +O3 → NO2 +O2 k2 = 1.8 · 10−12 cm3 molec−1 sec−1 (R3.32)
as
L :=
[NO]
[NO2]
=
J(NO2)
[O3] · k2 . (3.1)
The oxidation of hydrocarbons in the presence of nitrogen and hydrogen oxides can produce ad-
ditional ozone (Johnston and Podolske, 1978). Higher hydrocarbons are generally only available
5More details on NOx-chemistry can be found e.g. in Beirle (2004).
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in polluted areas, while methane is available also in remote regions and in the free troposphere:
CH4 +OH → CH3 +H2O
CH3 +O2 +M → CH3O2 +M
CH3O2 +NO → CH3O +NO2
CH3O +O2 → CH2O +HO2
CH2O
~ω−→ HCO +H
HCO +O2 +M → CO +HO2 +M
H +O2 +M → HO2 +M
2HO2 + 2NO → 2OH + 2NO2
HO2 +OH → H2O +O2
3NO2
~ω−→ 3NO + 3O
3O + 3O2 + 3M → 3O3 + 3M
net: CH4 + 6O2 → CO + 2H2O + 2O3 (R3.33)
In a high NOx environment additional ozone is produced by carbon monoxide (Crutzen and
Giedel , 1983):
CO +OH → CO2 +H
H +O2 +M → HO2 +M
HO2 +NO → OH +NO2
NO2
~ω−→ NO +O
O2 +O +M → O3 +M
net: CO + 2O2 → CO2 +O3 (R3.34)
While under low NOx conditions ozone is destroyed:
CO +OH → CO2 +H
H +O2 +M → HO2 +M
HO2 +O3 → OH + 2O2
net: CO +O3 → CO2 +O2 (R3.35)
The tropospheric ozone shows a pronounced seasonal variation with a minimum during summer
in the unpolluted atmosphere. This is, apart from dynamical reasons, like long range transport
from e.g. biomass burning regions or by seasonally varying ozone input from the stratosphere
which has a winter maximum, due to the availability of hydroxyl radicals due to more photolysis
during summer. OH is generated by photolysis of ozone and hence has a maximum in summer:
O3
hc/λ−→ O2 +O(1D), λ ≤ 320 nm, O(1D) + H2O → 2OH (R3.36)
This reaction not only consumes ozone, but is also a prerequisite for the oxidization of carbon
monoxide. Apart from this aspect OH-radicals and therefore indirectly ozone control the oxi-
dation capacity of the atmosphere. Oxidation by hydroxyl radicals is very important, because
they can convert non-soluble compounds into highly soluble ones which are removed from the
atmosphere very efficiently by wet deposition.
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Since the OH-radical is the most important oxidizing agent in the troposphere, its production
rate will be briefly discussed: The electronically excited oxygen atoms6 produced by reac-
tion (R3.36) are metastable, i.e. the radiative transition to the ground state is spin forbidden7.
Therefore excited oxygen has a rather long lifetime (≈ 150s) its fate can either be quenching
O(1D) +M→ O(3P ) +M, with M = O2 or M = N2 (R3.37)
or the reaction with water vapor which yields in almost all cases two OH -radicals according to
reaction (R3.36). All processes are very fast therefore O(1D) is in chemical equilibrium within
nanoseconds. The reaction with water vapor is about an order of magnitude faster than the
quenching, therefore the branching ratio in the production rate
d[OH]
dt
=
kO(1D)+H2O [H2O]
kO(1D)+N2 [N2] · kO(1D)+O2 [O2] · kO(1D)+H2O [H2O]
· 2JO3→O(1D)+O2 [O3] (3.2)
mainly depends on [H2O]. From the photolysis term it is clear that [OH] has a daily cycle.
The OH-production in the tropics is higher compared to higher latitudes because of the smaller
Solar Zenith Angle (SZA) and the thinner ozone layer.
The involvement of bromine chemistry will be discussed in section 3.3.
3.2 Stratospheric Bromine Chemistry
Already in the mid 70’s of the last century it was suggested by Molina and Rowland (1974);
Rowland and Molina (1975) that CFCs could lead to a chlorine catalyzed stratospheric ozone
destruction, but only gas-phase chemistry was considered. The largest ozone depletion was
calculated to occur at a height of 40 km, meaning above the peak of the ozone layer, and
therefore the impact of CFCs was thought to be understood. About ten years later the strato-
spheric ozone hole was discovered by Farman et al. (1985), which came as a total surprise,
until it was understood that heterogeneous processes play an important role. Anthropogenic
produced halogenated compounds like CFCs, but also other halocarbons and especially some
Halons (brominated halocarbons) are chemically inert, photostable and hardly soluble in water.
Therefore these compounds have a very long tropospheric residence time leading to a uniform
distribution. They are partly mixed through the tropical tropopause layer into the stratosphere
where the Brewer-Dobson-circulation leads to a slow upward and poleward transport where the
air masses sink again.
After the stop of CFC-production at the end of the last century the stratospheric chlorine
abundances are decreasing8 and the ozone hole is supposed to recover in the middle of this
century if the radiative cooling of the stratosphere due to a coupling to the possible global
warming will not delay the recovery.
Bromine compounds in the stratosphere are involved in the formation of the stratospheric ozone
6Their energy is about 2 eV above the ground state.
7Oxygen (1s2 2s2 2p4) terms: (1D) excited state, multiplicity is singlet (2S + 1 = 1 ⇒ S = 0), no unpaired
electrons total angular momentum (L =
∑
l = 2 = D). (3P) ground state, triplet, two unpaired electrons
(2S + 1 = 3), angular momentum (L =
∑
l = 1 = P ); selection rules for electronic dipole transitions: ∆S =
0, ∆L = 0,±1 but ∆li = ±1
8The stratosphere has a delay of about 10 years to the troposphere. Chlorine abundances in the stratosphere
peaked in the 90’s.
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of Antarctic ozone profiles. Under ’normal’ conditions a maximum in ozone is
found in October. Whereas at the end of the last century the ozone hole in polar spring has developed and
an ozone minimum is found in October. Image adapted from Solomon (1999).
hole. Due to the weaker bonding of BrONO2 compared to ClONO2, BrO shows a pronounced
annual cycle with relatively high minima.
3.2.1 The Stratospheric Ozone Hole
As was already discussed above most of the stratospheric chlorine is present as an inactive
reservoir species (HCl, ClONO2). Heterogeneous processes on sulfate aerosols and Polar Strato-
spheric Clouds (PSCs)9 convert inactive halogenated compounds into active ozone destroying
catalysts. During polar winter stratospheric air masses descend creating a circumpolar wind
field, the polar vortex, which is most pronounced in the southern hemisphere. A strong po-
tential vorticity gradient at the edge of the vortex prevents the mixing of air from inside and
outside. In this very cold environment water but most importantly also acids like nitric acid
condensate starting at temperatures below 195 K which leads to the formation of PSCs. There
are two principle types of PSCs: Type 1 PSCs consist primarily either of nitric acid trihy-
drate or of liquid supercooled ternary solutions (HNO3, H2SO4, H2O) (Tabazadeh et al., 1994;
Carslaw et al., 1994, 1995), while type 2 PSCs are mainly composed of water ice10. During po-
lar night in which NO3 that is produced via reaction (R3.12) is not photolyzed, the photolabile
substance N2O5 is formed via
NO2 +NO3 +M↔ N2O5 +M, (R3.38)
9For details on the stratospheric ozone hole, the formation of PSCs and the influence of dynamic aspects see
also Kühl (2004).
10Type 2 PSCs can grow rapidly by further condensation of water vapor which then leads to dehydration
(water is irreversibly removed by sedimentation).
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and subsequently converted to HNO3 on PSCs according to
N2O5(g) + H2O → 2HNO3 (R3.39)
N2O5(g) + HCl → HNO3 +ClNO2 (R3.40)
which remains in particles and can therefore lead to denitrification (removal of inorganic nitro-
gen) via sedimentation. The most important heterogeneous reactions on PSCs lead to activation
of halogens (and to nitric acid production):
XONO2(g) + H2O → HOX(g) + HNO3 (R3.41)
XONO2(g) + HCl → XCl(g) + HNO3 (R3.42)
HOX(g) + HCl → XCl(g) + H2O , (R3.43)
here X denotes Cl or Br. As soon as light is available in the lower stratosphere the gaseous
halogen compounds BrCl, Cl2 and HOX are photolyzed yielding X and XO. The catalytic
ozone destruction then proceeds according to the ClOx/BrOx-cycle discussed in section 3.1.1
(and the ClO-ClOOCl cycle discussed in e.g. Kühl (2004)). The rate limiting step of this cycle is
reaction (R3.16), but it was shown by McElroy et al. (1986) that the cross-reaction (R3.19)11 is
especially important inside the vortex. About 55% of the occurring cross-reactions yield OClO
which effectively constitutes a null cycle but is a useful indicator of chlorine activation since it
can be spectroscopically measured in the UV/vis during twilight (Solomon et al., 1987a). After
the reconversion of chlorine into its reservoir species the stratospheric ozone starts to recover.
3.2.2 The Annual Cycle of Stratospheric Bromine
The main reservoir substances for chlorine are ClONO2 and HCl which are produced by re-
actions of ClO with NO2 or OH and Cl with HO2 or CH4. Note that this reaction can not
take place for Br, because it is endothermic. They are reconverted by photodissociation or by
reaction with OH. The reservoir substances for bromine are produced by
BrO + NO2 +M → BrONO2 +M (R3.44)
Br + HO2 → HBr + O2 (R3.45)
Br + HCHO → HBr + CHO (R3.46)
and are reconverted by
BrONO2
~ω−→ BrO + NO2 (R3.47)
HBr + OH → Br + H2O (R3.48)
HBr + O(3P ) → Br + OH . (R3.49)
The production of HBr which has a lifetime of about a day is much slower than HCl, but its
reaction with OH much faster. Therefore only some percent of the total inorganic bromine is
found as HBr (Lary , 1996). Since ClONO2 has a lifetime of hours compared to the weaker
bonded BrONO2, with a lifetime of minutes it is obvious that as BrO and BrONO2 are near
their photochemical steady state more bromine (30-50%) is in its active form than chlorine.
BrONO2 significantly contributes to the total inorganic bromine during day leading to small
11The cross-reaction with iodine would be even more effective.
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BrO concentrations during summer. Before sunrise the temperature independent bromine ni-
trate hydrolysis on sulphate aerosols converts BrONO2 to HOBr which is the most abundant
bromine reservoir species under high NOx conditions. However, in chlorine activated, denoxified
air masses the partitioning is different: In polar winter less NO2 is available due to denoxifica-
tion12, therefore even less BrONO2 can be produced and the most important reservoir species
during winter is BrCl formed by reactions of BrO with ClO which is rapidly photolyzed after
sunrise. In conclusion this means that in late winter a stratospheric BrO maximum is expected
(see section 8.1.1) while during summer still a lot of BrO, i.e. relatively more than ClO, is
found. The annual cycle of BrO is contrary to the annual cycle of stratospheric NOx, which is
shown in Fig. 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Stratospheric NO2 VCDs from 1996 - 2000. The color scale reaches from 0.5 to 5.5 · 1015
molecules/cm2. Image adapted from Wenig (2002).
3.3 Tropospheric Bromine Chemistry
This section mainly focusses on bromine chemistry in the polar boundary layer. The bromine
explosion mechanism, as well as sinks and sources of BrO will be discussed. But firstly other as-
pects of tropospheric bromine chemistry, namely interactions of BrO with (DiMethylSulphide)
DMS and mercury will be briefly introduced.
Many of the aspects of tropospheric Brx-chemistry that will be discussed below for polar re-
gions are also valid for the Marine Boundary Layer (MBL) or the chemistry leading to Ozone
Depletion Events (ODEs) at salt lakes. But one other important feature is the interaction with
oceanic DMS13. Sulfate aerosols are an important species leading to the formation of CCNs,
12Nitrogen is converted to N2O5 and HNO3 hence deNOxification.
13Basically DMS is emitted from marine organisms as a metabolite. For details see e.g. Sebastian (2004)
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they also grow through the uptake of SO2 with a subsequent oxidization of S(IV) to S(VI):
SO2 +OH → HSO3 +O2−→ HO2 + SO3 +H2O−→ H2SO4 (R3.50)
It was shown by Vogt et al. (1996) that 20% of the available SO2 is destroyed by HOBr via
oxidization on pre-existing particles reducing the formation of new CCNs.
In the remote MBL DMS is an important precursor for the formation of sulphate aerosols which
is oxidized by BrO in a catalytic cycle (Toumi , 1994):
BrO +DMS→ Br +DMSO (R3.51)
followed by a reaction of the bromine radical with ozone. A model calculation by Boucher et al.
(2003) estimated that BrO is responsible for the loss of 28.8% of the global DMS whereas von
Glasow et al. (2002) calculated that BrO is responsible for up to 44% of DMS oxidization in the
remote MBL. But the fate of atmospheric DMSO remains unclear. If DMSO is preferentially
oxidized to methanesulfonic acid the formation of CCNs from SO2 and sulfate aerosols will be
reduced. In a recent study (von Glasow et al., 2004) it has been stated that apart from DMS
oxidization also the oxidation pathways are dramatically changed leading to a reduction of its
cooling effect.
Another important aspect is the connection of bromine and mercury chemistry: Most of the
atmospheric mercury usually is found in its gaseous elemental form (Hg0, GEM). Since GEM
is only little soluble in water and chemically relatively inert it has a long atmospheric life-
time14 and therefore is nearly uniformly distributed. Deposited mercury is easily re-emitted.
Pirrone et al. (1996) estimated the anthropogenic fraction to be one third of the total global
Hg emissions of 1.66-2.2 Gg/a (including re-emission). However in polar regions GEM shows
a distinct behavior compared to mid-latitude sites (Ebinghaus et al., 2002), its boundary layer
concentration varies simultaneously with ozone indicating the involvement of halogen chemistry
(Schroeder et al., 1998). Events of GEM-depletion have been observed at many Arctic stations
(cf. Sommar et al. (2004) and references therein) and are probaly also important in the Antarc-
tic (Ebinghaus et al., 2002). It is still unclear whether a reaction with Br (Ariya et al., 2002) or
BrO (Boudries and Bottenheim, 2000; Hönninger , 2002) is responsible for GEM-depletion. But
it is understood that Hg0 is oxidized to form highly toxic and bioaccumalative Hg(II) species
during bromine explosion events. Since these species are less volatile and much more water
soluble deposition is more rapid (Lu et al., 2001) compared to Hg0 resulting in a flushing of
Hg(II) in meltwater during summer and its subsequent bioaccumulation.
For a thorough overview of the current understanding of the tropospheric halogen chemistry
the reader is referred to e.g. von Glasow and Crutzen (2003) and Platt and Hönninger (2003).
3.3.1 The Bromine Explosion and the Tropospheric Ozone Hole in Polar
Regions
In polar spring episodes of boundary layer ozone destruction (ODEs) are often encountered in
both hemispheres (see also section 9.1). Under the presence of sun light tropospheric ozone
can be completely destroyed by catalytic reaction cycles involving gaseous reactive bromine,
leading to the tropospheric ozone hole. This catalytic ozone destruction cycle is interlinked with
the autocatalytic bromine release due to heterogenous reactions on highly saline surfaces (Fan
14According to Slemr et al. (1985) of the order of a year.
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Figure 3.5: Sketched bromine chemistry in the troposphere.
and Jacob, 1992; Mozurkewich, 1995; Tang and McConnel , 1996). These surfaces or aerosols
that have higher salt concentrations than sea water (Koop et al., 2000) can be provided by
frost flowers over freshly formed sea ice (Rankin et al., 2002; Kaleschke et al., 2004). Also open
leads and polynias can supply bromide to ice surfaces. Under certain circumstances including
a stable boundary layer, the availability of sun light and HO2, these processes can lead to an
exponential increase of gaseous reactive bromine, the so called bromine explosion (Platt and
Lehrer , 1997).
Once photolyzable bromine is in the air, bromine radicals are formed when sunlight is present
which rapidly react with ozone
Br2
hc/λ−→ 2Br , λ < 600nm (R3.52)
Br + O3 → BrO +O2. (R3.53)
The produced BrO can be ’recycled’ by photolysis, which constitutes a null cycle, or by its
self-reaction, which is the rate determining step in the bromine explosion mechanism:
BrO + BrO → 2Br + O2 (R3.54)
BrO hν−→ Br + O (R3.55)
But BrO can also react with HO2 to form gaseous HOBr:
BrO + HO2 → HOBr + O2, (R3.56)
which can undergo heterogenous reactions in the liquid phase or on dry ice surfaces, i.e. aerosols,
frost flowers or other sea salt surfaces where a reaction with halogen ions takes place. According
to Fickert et al. (1999) the uptake of HOBr on aqueous Cl−/Br−-solutions with pH < 6.5
exceeds 90%, the acidification of sea salt can be provided by acids like HNO3 or H2SO4 or
even by self-acidification15 (von Glasow and Sander , 2001). In the aqueous phase a reaction
15This is especially important for the formation of acidified sea spray aerosols. It has been shown by von
Glasow and Sander (2001) that the pH value of aerosols decreases from alcaline to about 6 in the lower MBL
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with halogen ions takes place leading to the release of Br2 into the atmosphere16:
HOBraq +Br−aq +H
+
aq → Br2aq +H2O (R3.57)
Gaseous bromine is again photolyzed and the autocatalytic cycle is closed.
However, the reaction (R3.57) competes with
HOBraq +Cl−aq +H
+
aq → BrClaq +H2O , (R3.58)
where the produced BrCl is also photolyzed once it is released. Obviously this reaction can
not lead to an increase in reactive gaseous bromine. In most cases the yield of Br2 is strongly
enhanced compared to BrCl (the reasons for this enhancement will be discussed in section 3.3.2
below) and therefore the bromine explosion can take place leading to the formation of tro-
pospheric ozone holes. The bromine explosion comes to a halt if the heterogeneous reservoir
ceases to exist due to e.g. breaking ice or if bromine is lost by reactions discussed in section 3.3.3.
As was stated above ODEs are encountered in both hemispheres. However, the acidification
of deliquescent aerosols in the pristine Antarctic environment is less likely than in the Arctic.
In a study by Adams et al. (2002) it has been shown that also frozen and dry sea-salt surfaces
can provide the conditions necessary to achieve an increase of gaseous bromine. Instead of
reaction (R3.57) the explosion mechanism takes on the form
HOBr + Br− → Br2 +OH−. (R3.59)
In all cases the initial seed of Br2 can be provided by bromoform which is emitted by algae
(e.g. Sturges et al. (1992), 220 Gg/a according to Carpenter and Liss (2000)), methyl bromide
(Schall and Heumann (1993) estimate bromoform emissions to be 0.1-0.4 Tg/a) which is used
as a e.g. fumigant or by reactions that do not involve photochemistry. It was proposed by Oum
et al. (1998) that the oxidation of Br− to Br2 by O3 on salt-laden ice or snow can take place
via
O3 +Br− → BrO− +O2 (R3.60)
BrO− +H+ ↔ HOBr , (R3.61)
with a subsequent reaction of HOBr according to reaction (R3.57) leading to Br2. This is
also supported by the findings of Foster et al. (2001) who reported a strong negative vertical
gradient of Br2 and O3 in the snowpack. Reactions with OH , NO3, N2O5 or others can,
especially in the polluted MBL, also be of importance (see Sander et al. (2003) and references
therein).
to about 2 in the upper MBL with increasing relative humidity. This can be achieved by e.g. acid displacement
(H2SO4 or HNO3+Cl− → HSO4− or NO3−+HCl) in older particles and subsequent uptake on newer particles.
This mechanism is not possible for the formation of HBr, because Br− is much more soluble than Cl−.
16Since this process, i. e. the production of HOBr consumes HO2 the ratio [HO2]/[OH] decreases. If
HOBr is photolyzed (with a photolytic life time of about 450s (von Glasow and Crutzen, 2003)), according to
reaction (R3.73), then the ratio is unchanged: OH +CO O2−→ CO2 +HO2.
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3.3.1.1 Possible Sources of Bromide Ions
Frost flowers (see section 2.5.3) have been discussed as a likely reservoir of bromide ions to
sustain the bromine explosion. They have a large surface area and a high salinity (about
triple the salinity of sea water). In Kaleschke et al. (2004) a model for the computation of
the potential frost flower (PFF) area has been presented. The PFF area is basically calculated
from the new ice fraction and the surface temperature making use of satellite remote sensing of
the sea ice surfaces. The results of the model computation (which serve as a theoretical upper
limit of the actual area covered by frost flowers) have been compared to BrO VCDs. It has
been shown that more than 2/3 of all trajectories during 1996 to 2002 originating off areas with
high PFF reach areas of enhanced BrO in both hemispheres. Almost all cases of enhanced BrO
abundances during polar sunrise were associated with a high probability of frost flowers.
However, it has been argued that the snowpack is a very important source of bromide ions.
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Figure 3.6: Enhanced BrO (red isolines) and PFF trajectories over the Hudson Bay at March 11, 2001
(left) and the Antarctic ocean (right) where maximum values of two consecutive days are shown: August,
28-29 (PFF) and 29-30 (BrO). Green stars are endpoints of 24h air trajectories starting at a frost flower area
coverage of greater than 1% sampled every 62.5 km (left) and 0.4% sampled every 187 km (right). The
PFF field was smoothed to 300 km spatial resolution to approximately match the GOME resolution. The
total PFF coverage is proportional to the size of the stars. PFF coverage for the Hudson Bay is displayed
color coded. Images adapted from Kaleschke et al. (2004).
Snow is porous, permeable and has a high surface area. Snow is an important reservoir for OH
in the Arctic (Domine and Shepson, 2002) since the Arctic air is usually very dry and little UV
radiation is available.
NO3
hν−→ NO2 +O− H2O−→ OH in snow (R3.62)
H+ +NO−2 −→ HONO(g) hν−→ OH +NO (R3.63)
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Probably oxidation of H2O2 in the snowpack is a more important source of OH. Also HCHO
is emitted from the snowpack which is probably due to equilibrium processes. Many heteroge-
neous processes can take place on the quasi liquid layer at the surfaces of ice crystals. During
their lifetime the specific surface area (surface area per mass) of ice crystals decreases and the
concentration of reactants at the surface increases driving out compounds into the gas phase.
Measurements near Barrow, Alaska (Simpson et al., 2004) have shown that bromine depletions
frequently occurs in the snowpack. In general Cl− is well correlated to Na+ but Br− is not as
can be seen in Fig. 3.7. Thus bromine explosion chemistry re-volatilizes Br− from snow and
Figure 3.7: Chloride/sodium (left) and bromide/sodium ratios (right) from snowpack samples taken near
Barrow, Alaska. Images adapted from Simpson et al. (2004).
distributes it more evenly over a larger region. Some snow is depleted by more than 90%. Bro-
mide is transported farther inland than is Sodium and appears to be equalized throughout the
region. Thus Br− is dominated by the bromine explosion chemistry and this chemistry impacts
snow hundreds of kilometers onshore. The likely end product of reactive bromine chemistry is
HBr which can be deposited over a broad region enhancing bromide concentrations.
Other aspects have recently been discussed by Domine et al. (2004). Upward migration can
take place. This has been observed even in winter snow at temperatures near -30◦ C, and was
detectable in the snowpack up to 17 cm above the ice surface without fractionation17 Wind de-
position of ions without fractionation at inland sites have also been observed near Ny-Ålesund
although no sea ice has been available near that site.
Frost flowers on the other hand are not significantly depleted in bromine and alkaline. They
could be acidified by e.g. atmospheric SO2 which anthropogenic production increases strongly
in China (Khokhar , 2004). The depletion of bromide in frost flowers is, even if they are con-
sidered the sole source of atmospheric bromine, negligible since the bromide abundance is very
large and the brine layer on which frost flowers grow can be regarded as an infinite bromide
reservoir. It has been assumed (Kaleschke, 2004) that the PFF coverage together with the solar
17According to Rankin et al. (2002) fractionation always occurs in frost flowers. At -9◦ C Na2SO4 starts to
precipitate while NaCl starts to precipitate at -24◦ C. The precipitation then leads to the observed fractionation
in frost flowers.
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flux should be equal to the BrO source strength (see Fig. 3.8). The comparison of this data to
the distribution of BrO VCDs yields promising results (Kaleschke and Hollwedel). As does the
comparison of the zonal mean frost flower coverage to the zonal mean BrO VCD (see Fig. 9.5).
Considering all evidence it is likely that frost flowers act as both a direct and an indirect source.
Open leads and polynias are always associated with strong convective transport and therefore
might provide aerosols stemming from frost flowers to the snowpack farther away. Still, it re-
mains an open question which of the two processes is the major one. Another question that has
to be answered is how the sources will change in the future. As will be discussed in section 9.4
the areas where elevated BrO occurs have augmented. The influence of a changing Arctic sur-
face temperature could lead to more open leads but on the other hand the frost flower growths
will be slowed down. The influence of an increase in anthropogenic SO2 especially in China
which could lead to a stronger acidification in the Arctic also has to be considered.
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Figure 3.8: The mean hemispherical solar flux (top) together with the hemispherical mean percentual
frost flower coverage (middle) yields the ’BrO source strength’ (bottom). A quantity that can be compared
to actual measurements. The southern hemisphere is represented by a dotted line in all figures. Images
courtesy L. Kaleschke; adapted from Wolff (2004).
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3.3.2 The Reasons for the Preference of Br2 compared to BrCl
It was found that, although the kinetics of both reactions R3.57 and R3.58 are similar (Wang
and Margerum, 1994; Wang et al., 1994), the production of Br2 is enhanced. Several reasons
might play a role: If seawater is deposited on the ice pack bromide ions will be concentrated by a
factor of ≈ 38 whereas chloride ions only by ≈ 11. This would lead to a decrease in the Cl−/Br−
ratio to 188 (Koop et al., 2000). Furthermore there is an effect of the size and polarizability of
ions on their availability at surfaces which was shown by Knipping et al. (2000) for chloride ions.
This effect should be greater for bromide ions that are larger and more polarizable. Another
reason is because of the larger solubility of BrCl compared to Br2 (Bartlett and Margerum,
1999) gas-phase Br2 is enhanced. In the liquid phase BrCl can undergo secondary reactions:
BrCl + Br− ↔ Br2Cl− ↔ Br2 +Cl− (R3.64)
BrCl + Cl− ↔ BrCl−2 , (R3.65)
where according to Wang et al. (1994) the production ofBr2 is most likely. This is supported
by the findings of Foster et al. (2001) who found similar mixing ratios for Br2 and BrCl during
ODEs.
Adams et al. (2002) have shown that a release of BrCl is only likely if the surfaces are depleted in
bromine ions ([Br−]/[Cl−] ¿ [Br−]/[Cl−]seawater), probably this is due to the greater polarity
of BrCl compared to Br2. If therefore enough Br− on the surface is available, BrCl will be
converted to Br2 according to reaction (R3.64).
3.3.3 Sinks of Bromine Monoxide
If bromine rich air parcels are transported away from the polar boundary layer or if the reservoir
e.g. frost flowers has vanished or is depleted in bromine one does not have to take an additional
Br2 release into account. In this case the only relevant reactions are shown in Fig. 3.5. Most
of them lead to the formation of bromine radicals or bromine molecules which are rapidly pho-
tolyzed, either directly or by subsequent photolysis of intermediate products. These reactions,
together with Eq. (R3.56), Eq. (R3.54) and Eq. (R3.55) are:
BrO + NO −→ NO2 +Br (R3.66)
BrO + HCHO −→ HOBr + CHO (R3.67)
BrO + NO2
M←→ BrONO2 (R3.68)
BrONO2
OH−surface−→ NO3− +HOBr (R3.69)
BrONO2 +Br−
surface−→ NO3− +Br2 (R3.70)
BrONO2
~ω−→ NO3 +Br (R3.71)
BrONO2
H2O−→ HNO3 +HOBr (R3.72)
The produced HOBr can be photolyzed:
HOBr hν−→ Br + OH (R3.73)
In summary the most likely reactions that BrO can undergo are the selfreaction yielding Br or
Br2 (with a quantum yield of about 0.15 that is then rapidly photolyzed with a lifetime between
30-60 s) or direct photolysis with a lifetime (depending on SZA and ground albedo) of about
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30-100 s. The lifetime of BrO with respect to the selfreaction depends inversely quadratic on the
BrO concentration and is on the order of several minutes. As long as the ozone concentration is
large enough bromine radicals have a lifetime of about 0.8 s (Zellner , 1999) with respect to the
reaction with ozone yielding BrO. Under this circumstances BrO is the dominating bromine
species.
At night some of the reservoir species mentioned above accumulate but the selfreaction becomes
most importantly. If it leads to the formation of Br the ozone destruction continues but if it
leads to the formation of Br2 this species also accumulates until Br2 becomes the most abundant
night time reservoir species. About 30 minutes after sunset no more BrO could be detected by
active LP-DOAS (Peters, 2004). However, these species are again photolyzed the next day.
The produced bromine radicals react almost exclusively (at moderate ozone concentrations
about 98%) according to Eq. (R3.53) but some especially if no or hardly any ozone is available
follow another reaction path:
Br + HCHO O2−→ HBr + CO +HO2 or (R3.74)
Br + HO2 −→ HBr + OH (R3.75)
and also reactions with other aldehydes, alkenes (Bedjanian et al., 1998), or olefines which are
alongside dry and wet deposition of HBr the only relevant loss processes. According to Fickert
et al. (1999) the reaction of bromine with methane or other alkanes is negligible whereas chlorine
reacts fast to produce HCl. This would lead to a BrO lifetime of a few hours. However, in the
gas-phase HBr can partly be recycled via:
HBr + OH−→Br + H2O , (R3.76)
but this process is rather slow. The lifetime of HBr controlled by reaction (R3.76) is about
half a day. Up to now heterogeneous processes have been neglected. If they are included then
recycling according to reaction (R3.57) of previously deposited bromine takes place.
Evans et al. (2003) reported an oscillatory behavior of ODEs in their model with a period of
three days: First ozone is destroyed18 by Br until the Br/BrO-ratio favors the production of
HBr instead of HOBr. The produced Br− then resides in the aerosol and BrOx chemistry is
suppressed. The concentrations of HCHO19 and NOx increase as they are released from the
snowpack leading to an increase in ozone production. This in turn yields a higher production
of HOBr leading to an increase of the recycling rate and a subsequent increase of bromine in
the gas phase resulting in an enhanced ozone destruction.
Calculating the lifetime of BrO against all loss processes would lead (as a function of c[BrO])
to a result in the order of seconds according to:
τBrO = 1JR3.55+kR3.54[BrO]+kR3.56[HO2] (3.3)
+ 1kR3.68[NO2]+kR3.66[NO]+kR3.67[HCHO]
But this is not the complete picture, since there are also many reactions that produce BrO,
in particular reaction (R3.53). In addition, reactions with mercury and DMS can occur. If
all of them were included, a straight-forward calculation would not be feasible without further
assumptions. In summary once the bromine explosion mechanism has started BrO is persis-
tently present in the boundary layer as long as ozone is available. In a secluded air mass with
18d[O3]/dt = 2k1 · [BrO]2 + k2 · [BrO][HO2]
19HCHO is also an important HO2 precursor, since little H2O in polar regions is available
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enhanced BrO that is transported away recycling processes at aerosols still occur and the likely
loss mechanism is the deposition of these aerosols and of HBr. A model result reported by von
Glasow et al. (2004) indicates a lifetime of inorganic bromine in the free troposphere of about
1-2 weeks with decreasing BrO/Brinorg-ratio towards the equator. For a further discussion of
the tropospheric BrO-chemistry see e.g. Platt and Hönninger (2003); von Glasow and Crutzen
(2003).
Part II
Instrument, Methods and Retrieval
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Chapter 4
Satellite Remote Sensing of the
Atmosphere
During the last century the Earth’s climate system and atmosphere have been subject to
various changes (IPCC , 2001). The surface temperature and sea levels are rising, precipitation
patterns change, the Arctic sea ice cover (section 2.5) is declining. In addition the chemical
composition of the atmosphere, which has been studied for a long time, changed due to
anthropogenic influences (forrest clearings, pollution, use of CFCs) and feedbacks from the
climate system1.
Systematic studies of trace gases had begun in the 1920s when Dobson started spectroscopic
ozone measurements. Today many measurement networks and field campaigns that allow
highly resolved spatial and temporal measurements on a local scale in various regions have
been performed. However, some regions have not yet been investigated and field campaigns
provide merely a ’snapshot’ in a sense that relying on those measurements only, one lacks the
knowledge of annual cycles or inter annual variation.
In contrast, satellite remote sensing allows the (simultaneous) measurement of various
parameters of the Earth’s climate system and the chemical composition of the atmosphere.
Although the temporal and spatial resolution might not be as good as for field measurements
from the ground, which is particularly true for UV/vis spectrometers, satellites provide insight
in the temporal and spatial evolution on a global scale including very remote regions and
during a long period of time. Thus they allow the comparison of various regions and the
statistical analysis of a global data set covering several years, therefore making it possible to
study annual and inter annual variations of the distribution of trace gases.
Shortly after the launch of the first satellite ’Sputnik’ in 1957 the history of atmospheric remote
sensing in the UV/vis spectral range began 1960 with the imaging ’weather’ satellite ’TIROS’,
the Television and InfraRed Observation Satellite. Successively more and more satellites were
launched carrying more instruments and making use of a variety of possible orbits. As a next
step in 1970 came the Backscatter Ultraviolet (BUV) detector that was capable of measuring
the total amount and vertical distribution of ozone. This was further improved with the Total
Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) launched in 1978. An instrument which has been -
1The change in chemical composition, especially the increase of greenhouse gases like CO2 and CH4 is the
probable and most important reason for the changing climate, of course.
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and still is - in use on various satellite platforms. With its near-global coverage and high
spatial resolution (50 · 50 km2) it became possible to study the global ozone distribution
over a long period of time with daily observations. TOMS is measuring solar radiation and
radiation backscattered from the atmosphere at six different wavelengths. Four of these show
ozone absorptions (312 nm - 339 nm) while two (360 nm and 380 nm) do not. Thus allowing
the retrieval of ozone VCDs by comparison of the solar to the Earth backscatter spectra.
An important success of satellite remote sensing has been the confirmation of ground based
measurements of the Antarctic stratospheric ozone hole. It has been shown from TOMS data
that this is a large-scale phenomenon occurring every year.
On April 21, 1995 GOME was launched on board ERS-2 (European Remote Sensing satellite).
Figure 4.1: Time line of UV/vis remote sensing satellites.
With this spectrometer it became possible to measure a variety of atmospheric trace gases
simultaneously. This has recently further improved with the SCanning Imaging Absorption
SpectroMeter for Atmospheric CHartographY (SCIAMACHY), that was launched on March 1,
2002 on board of ENVISAT (ENVIronmental SATellite) that is capable to also measure trace
gas absorptions in the Near InfraRed (NIR) thus enabling the retrieval of greenhouse gases.
Compared to GOME it also has a higher spatial resolution which is especially important for
the investigation of anthropogenic pollution and small scale phenomena, like the emission of
trace gases from volcanoes. The time line of UV/vis remote sensing satellite instruments is
shown in Fig. 4.1.
4.1 The Second European Remote Sensing Satellite
ERS-2 carries, in addition to GOME, other instruments (see Fig. 4.2) designed for the investi-
gation of various parameters of the Earth’s climate system (ESA, 1995). The Radar Altimeter
can measure the wave heights, the heights of the sea level and topography of ice surfaces. It
can also distinguish between different types of ice, thus determining the border between land
and sea ice. The Active Microwave Instrument consists of the Synthetic Aperture Radar and
a Wind Scatterometer. It is used to measure changes of reflectivity of the ocean surface thus
determining the wave length and direction of propagation of ocean waves but also the wind
speed and direction. Operating in the ’image mode’ highly resolved images of the surface can
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Figure 4.2: Schematic view of ERS-2 and its instruments. Adapted from ESA (1995).
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be produced. The temperature of the ocean surface and cloud top as well as the water vapor
content of the atmosphere can be measured with the Along Track Scanning Radiometer which
consists of a Infrared Radiometer and an Active Microwave Sounder.
ERS-2 operates in a near-circular polar sun synchronous2 orbit at an altitude of about 795 km
with an inclination of 98.5◦ and a local equator crossing time at approximately 10:30 at the
descending node. This results in a orbital period of approximately 100 minutes, a speed of the
subsatellite point of 6.7 km/s and 14 orbits per day with a repeat cycle of 35 days. The satellite
is equipped with gyros to perform attitude control and it is rotating to compensate the rotation
of Earth in a way that it is always perpendicular to an on board stored model ellipsoid and
therefore to the Earth’s surface, too. The data measured by the various instruments is stored
on a tape recorder on board and is transmitted to receiving stations at the ground later.
4.2 The Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment
GOME has been designed (Burrows et al., 1993) to measure various trace gases in the atmo-
sphere. It is a passive nadir3 viewing UV/vis spectrometer, measuring the light that is scattered
from the Earth’s atmosphere or reflected from its surface in a wavelength range from 240 nm
to 790 nm with moderate spectral resolution of 0.17-0.33 nm (FWHM (Full Width Half Max-
imum)) (see Tab. 4.1). It consists of four spectrometer channels4 (on Fig. 4.4 these channels
are nicely visible). The ratio of the backscattered earthshine spectrum to the incident solar
Channel Spectral range [nm] Spectral resolution [nm] at FWHM
1 240 - 316 0.2
2 311 - 405 0.17
3 405 - 611 0.29
4 595 - 793 0.33
Table 4.1: Spectral characteristics of the different channels of GOME measured in vacuum at 20◦ C.
spectrum contains information about the column densities of various gases like O3, NO2, BrO,
HCHO, O4, O2, H2O, SO2, OClO. At the same time information about aerosols, clouds and
surface albedo can be gathered. An overview of the wavelength range covered by GOME and its
successor SCIAMACHY as well as the trace gases that can be detected in this range is shown on
Fig. 4.3. The instrument’s dimensions are approximately 60 ·30 ·20 cm3 with a weight of about
30 kg, a power consumption of about 30 W (see also ESA (1995)) and a maximum data transfer
rate5 of 40 kbps. A photograph as well as a scheme of GOME are shown in Fig. 4.4. During
nominal scanning the incident light enters the instrument via a scanning mirror (1) (the num-
bers correspond to the optical elements marked on Fig. 4.4) consisting of Ni- and Mg2F-coated
aluminium6. It is then reflected onto a telescope (2) with two cylindrical mirrors focussing the
2Therefore the satellite crosses the equator always at the same local time.
3The term, meaning that there is no shadow, was first used by arabian astronomers; if the sun is in zenith
then nadir is the point directly under ones feet.
4Channel one is subdivided into two separate detector arrays.
5The data transfer rate as well as the maximum power consumption is limited in order to avoid interferences
with the other instruments.
6This is supposed to guarantee the absorption free reflection over the whole wavelength range.
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Figure 4.3: Wavelength coverage of GOME and SCIAMACHY. White boxes show wavelength ranges of
prominent spectral features for various trace gases. Image adapted from IUP Bremen from their web-site.
beam on the spectrometer slit7 (3) (10.15 mm · 0.1 mm). Afterwards the diverging beam is colli-
mated by off-axis reflection on a parabolic mirror (4). It is then predispersed by a quartz prism8
(5) which has an apex angle of 35◦ . The light polarized parallel to the entrance slit is detected
in the polarization monitoring device9 (not shown) after another reflection. The perpendicular
polarized light leaves the predisperser under the Brewster angle. The short wavelength part
of the light passes a beam splitter (6) while the longer wavelength part is reflected and passes
a dichroitic filter (7). Thus the light is separated into four spectrometer channels with holo-
graphic gratings. Finally objectives map the dispersed light on photodiode arrays consisting
of 1024 silicon diodes (25 µm, in dispersion direction · 2.5 mm, in direction parallel to the slit)
each.
Additionally other measurement modi are performed. A solar spectrum is measured once a day
at a SZA of 90◦ with an integration time of 120 s. As the relative position of the satellite to
the sun changes over the year the light is injected via a diffuser plate (10) and a mesh with a
transmission of 1/5 to correct for the much larger intensity of the solar irradiation compared to
the reflected light from Earth. The scan mirror can be commanded to other positions to allow
for moon observations or to perform the polar viewing mode. Dark current measurements are
performed over the night side of the Earth. A calibration measurement is also performed. The
light of a calibration lamp10 (9) is inserted via the calibration unit (8) into the spectrometer
for radiometric calibration purposes. It can then travel on either the solar or Earth observation
path depending on the position of the scanning mirror.
7Note that the slit function depends also on pressure and temperature and is different for the four detector
arrays.
8The dispergation is temperature dependent. Therefore the temperature is also measured and used for the
wavelength calibration (wavelength diode number mapping) later on.
9The PMDs detect light in a broader spectral range in three channels, UV, vis, and red, but the spatial
resolution is better (see Fig. 4.5.
10This is a PtCrNe hollow cathode lamp with atomic emission lines distributed over the whole wavelength
range.
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Figure 4.4: top: Photograph of the open GOME instrument. bottom: Schematic view of GOME. Images
adapted from Balzer and Loyola (1996)
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4.2.1 Viewing Geometry of GOME and Coverage of the Earth’s Surface
The instantaneous field of view of the scanning mirror reaches from -48◦ to 85.3◦ with respect to
ERS-2 nadir. The range of 70◦ to 85◦ is needed for lunar measurements. For the polar viewing
mode which is commanded manually, the scan mirror views the poles static at about 47◦ (north
pole) and -47◦ (south pole), respectively . The standard viewing geometry is the nadir viewing
mode. The scanning mirrors performs an angular scan11 of ± 31◦ . The FoV of the entrance
slit is 0.14◦ · 2.9◦ corresponding to a ground pixel size of 2 · 40 km2. A typical GOME swath
consists of four spectral scans with an integration time of 1.5 s each. During a ’pre-scan’ three
individual scans are performed resulting in a ground pixel size of 320 km across track · 40 km
along track. Then the scanning mirrors moves back recording a spectrum covering 960 · 40 km2
(see Fig. 4.5). At the same time sixteen Polarization Monitoring Device (PMD) measurements
per pre-scan pixel are performed therefore having a higher spatial resolution which can be
used for e.g. cloud detection (Wenig , 2002; Grzegorski , 2003). The PMDs receive more light
compared to the ’normal’ detector channels due to their broader spectral sensitivity, therefore
the integration time is shorter resulting in a higher spatial resolution. During dusk and dawn
but also for SZA > 85◦ the integration time is set to 6 s, because of the lower light intensity.
This viewing pattern results in a full coverage of the Earth’s surface in three days despite the
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Figure 4.5: Scanning mode of GOME. The scanning mirror moves across track (i.e. in east - west
direction) resulting in a ground pixel size of 320 km across track times 40 km along track for the pre-scan.
The lower left image shows the three pre-scan pixels that lie side by side which are approximately covered
by a back-scan sweep performed afterwards. The lower right image shows the PMD measurements that are
performed at the same time as the pre-scan measurements.
11Note that the mechanical angles are half the optical angles.
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fact that the repeat cycle of the satellite is 35 days. From about 70◦ latitude towards the poles
global coverage due to overlapping orbital scans is reached daily.
4.2.2 GOME Data Products and Formats
The recorded spectra are stored on an on-board tape recorder and afterwards together with
calibration information transmitted to receiving stations on the ground12. These level-0 data
are comprised of counts in binary units for the individual detector arrays. Those data are
then processed to yield calibrated radiances (in J/s cm2 sr nm), called level-1 data by applying
spectral and radiometric calibrations as well as a correction for the polarization sensitivity,
leakage rate, stray light and calculated measurement errors. Level-1 data contain, besides the
information mentioned above, the date and time of measurement, corner coordinates of all
pixels, SZA, azimuth of ground pixel, the heights of the satellite etc. In detail, the calibration
of level-0 data proceeds in the following steps (see also DLR (1996)):
• signal correction via dark current, LED and stray light measurement on the night side
• spectral calibration via measurements of the lamp spectrum (taking temperature changes
into account)
• radiometric calibration via a calibration curve measured on ground taking into account
the position of the scanning mirror
• polarization and coordinate correction
• quality control via marking of dead or hot pixels (caused by e.g. high energetic particles)
in the data product
12Multiplexed with ATSR data.
Chapter 5
Methods used for the Retrieval of
Bromine Monoxide from GOME
An algorithm using the DOAS technique (Platt , 1994; Perner and Platt , 1979) to retrieve BrO
SCDs from GOME (Wagner , 1999) has been developed and implemented (Leue, 1999) in a
C++ (Stroustrup, 1997) program code using a non-linear least squares fit (Levenberg , 1944;
Marquardt , 1963; Ottoy and Vansteenkiste, 1981). The SCDs are then converted to VCDs
with the use of AMFs derived from a Monte-Carlo radiative transfer model (Marquard , 1998;
Marquard et al., 2000). Maps of VCDs and mean maps of e.g. monthly averaged VCDs are
then computed with the use of digital image processing techniques (Leue, 1999; Wenig , 2002).
In addition to the previous retrieval scheme a normalization of the measured SCDs with respect
to a small equatorial latitude band (as discussed by Richter and Wagner (2001); Richter et al.
(2002)) has been implemented during the course of this thesis. In this chapter a brief overview
over the aforementioned topics will be given.
5.1 Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy
An UV/vis spectrometer as GOME measuring the incident solar radiation as well as the radi-
ation reflected from the Earth’s surface and atmosphere allows the retrieval of the integrated
concentration of a particular absorbing atmospheric species along the light path. The measured
solar and Earthshine spectra are shown in Fig. 5.1, both are characterized by the Fraunhofer
lines due to absorptions in the solar photosphere. In the Earthshine spectra some atmospheric
absorptions especially the ozone absorption at short wavelength are visible. Other atmospheric
absorption e.g. from BrO are much weaker and can be retrieved by using the DOAS tech-
nique. Molecules absorbing photons in the UV/vis wavelength range (several eV) experience
electronic transitions usually accompanied by changes in the vibrational and rotational state
of the molecule. Every molecule can be unambiguously identified by measuring its absorption
spectrum which in this wavelength range is a characteristic combination of electronic, vibra-
tional and rotational transitions. The natural line width of a spectral line mainly depends on
the radiative lifetime of the excited state. In the atmosphere, however, Doppler and pressure
broadening due to thermal motion have to be taken into account.
Radiation with an intensity I and a given wavelength λ that passes through an infinitesimal
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Figure 5.1: GOME spectra (photon fluxes) of direct sun light and light reflected from the Earth. The
photon flux is shown on a logarithmic scale. The large structures in both spectra are due to absorption
processes in the solar photosphere (especially below 450 nm). Absorbtion features of O2, H2O and O3 of
the Earth’s atmosphere can be seen in the Earthshine spectra. Note that absorptions of many trace gases
are about two orders of magnitude smaller.
layer with length ds of matter with a concentration of i absorbing species ci experiences ab-
sorption and scattering, described by temperature, pressure and wavelength dependent cross
sections σi(λ) ≡ σi(λ, p(~s), T (~s)).
dI(λ) = −I(λ)
∑
i
ci(s)σi(λ)ds (5.1)
The Intensity I is the energy flux at wavelength λ in beam direction measured in units of
W/(nm · cm2). Integration of Eq. (5.1) yields the familiar Beer-Lambert law:
I(λ) = I0(λ)e−
∑
i
∫ l
0 ci(s)σi(λ)ds (5.2)
The optical density D is defined as the ratio of transmitted and incident intensity:
D(λ) := − log I(λ)
I0(λ)
=
∑
i
∫ l
0
ci(s)σi(λ)ds (5.3)
Assuming the temperature and pressure dependency of the cross sections to be negligible or
constant, Eq. (5.3) reads
D(λ) =
∑
i
σi(λ)
∫ l
0
ci(s)ds =
∑
i
σi(λ) · Si =
∑
i
Di(λ), (5.4)
with Di the optical density of a particular absorbing species and Si the SCD (concentration
integrated along the light path) that can be written as
Si =
∫ l
0
ci(λ)ds =
Di(λ)
σi(λ)
. (5.5)
The cross section can be split up into various parts accounting for absorption and scattering.
Let εR and εM denote the scattering cross sections of Rayleigh and Mie scattering respectively
that depend on various parameters like SZA, aerosol load and ground albedo and constitute
broad-banded features while σ′ denotes the high frequency part due to absorption. Then
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Eq. (5.5) can be written as
Di(λ) = σ′i(λ) · Si + (εiR + εiM︸ ︷︷ ︸
σbi (λ)
) · Si =: D′i(λ) + bi(λ). (5.6)
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Figure 5.2: Sketch of the DOAS technique.
The key idea of the DOAS technique is the separation of the cross section in a highly and slowly
varying part as shown in Eq. (5.6). Thus the SCD
Si :=
D′(λ, σ, σ′)
σ′
(5.7)
now only depends on "differential" quantities. Cross sections of absorbing trace gases measured
in the laboratory can now be fitted to an high-pass filtered observed atmospheric spectrum from
which simultaneously the SCDs of atmospheric trace gases can be derived.
The situation is more complicated for scattered radiation, since all possible paths through the
atmosphere contribute to the SCD and radiative transfer models would be needed for weighting
them1. However, for weak absorbers that are typically analyzed with the DOAS technique such
rigor is not needed.
5.1.1 The Spectral Fitting Process
The fitting procedure to derive SCDs measured from GOME relies on the knowledge of the
measured extraterrestrial solar spectrum, the measured Earthshine spectra, and cross sections
of absorbing species measured in the laboratory with high precision. The broad-band structures
e.g. the Rayleigh and Mie scattering is accounted for by using a polynomial of appropriate order.
The fit itself is a non-linear least squares fit using the Levenberg-Marquard (Levenberg , 1944;
Marquardt , 1963) method with a linear part for the retrieval of trace gas absorptions and a
non-linear part accounting for spectral shifts between the measured and the reference spectrum
due to e.g. changes in wavelength calibration, stray light, Doppler shift etc. As the spectra are
1This procedure would have similarities to the pathintegral formalism.
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recorded by diode arrays consisting of 1024 single detectors they have to be discretised, i.e. the
continuous spectrum has to be sampled on a discrete wavelength grid:
I(λk) =
∫ λk+∆λk/2
λk−∆λk/2
f(λk − λ)g(λ)I(λ)dλ, (5.8)
where λk is the center wavelength and∆λk/2 is the wavelength interval covered by an individual
photodiode. The functions f and g in Eq. (5.8) include the sensitivity and quantum efficiency
of the photodiode array as a function of wavelength. Note that the instrument function is
broader than ∆λk. Let b(λ) = alλli be a polynomial to account for broad-band structures then
the linear part of the fit takes on the form:
χ2 =
∑
i
(
log I(λi)− log I0(λi) +
∑
k
σk(λi)Sk +
∑
l
alλ
l
i
)2
!−→ min with (5.9)
∂χ2
∂Sk
!−→ 0 and ∂χ
2
∂al
!−→ 0 (5.10)
This is, of course equivalent to∣∣∣∣∣∑
i
(
Dmeas(λi)−
∑
k
αkσ
′
k(λi)−
∑
l
alλ
l
i
)∣∣∣∣∣ −→ 0 (5.11)
with the fit coefficients αk ∼ SCD and σ′k the differential cross section of an absorbing species
k. The residual would for an ideal case consist only of noise and is the difference of the optical
densities between measured and modelled spectra. The non-linear part of the fit, in this case
allowing linear shifts and squeezes between measured and reference spectra is accounted for in
the following way:
I(λi) −→ I(λ′i) with λ′i = λi + s0 + s1(λi − λc), (5.12)
where λc is usually the center of the fitting window (λmax − λmin)/2. Since the linear and
non-linear parts of the fit can be separated, an algorithm according to Ottoy and Vansteenkiste
(1981) has been implemented in order to reduce the number of fitting parameters. For a
discussion see Leue (1999); Wenig (2002); Kraus (2004) and references therein.
To achieve optimal fit results various other aspects have to be taken into account:
Raman Scattering and the Ring Effect Photons passing through the Earth’s atmosphere
do not only experience elastic Rayleigh and Mie scattering but also inelastic Raman scattering,
i.e. the photon energy changes. A photon undergoing rotational Raman scattering can
therefore be either Stokes (to lower wavelength) or Anti-Stokes (to higher wavelength) shifted.
This mechanism is responsible for the ’filling-in’ of Fraunhofer lines (see e.g. Bussemer (1993);
Vountas et al. (1998)). The number of photons in the wavelength range of a Fraunhofer2 line
is smaller than in a part of the spectrum where no absorption lines are found. Therefore the
number of photons after undergoing inelastic scattering that are scattered out of this narrow
wavelength region is smaller than the number of photons scattered in and therefore filling in
the absorption line. This effect has been first described by Grainger and Ring (1962) and is
referred to as the Ring effect. It is accounted for by including a Ring spectrum which is basically
2And to a lesser degree atmospheric absorption line as well. But this effect is disregarded for weak absorbers
like BrO.
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Figure 5.3: Transitions for rotational and vibrational Raman scattering on O2 and N2 molecules. Adapted
from Haug (1996)
calculated from the ratio of Rayleigh and Raman cross sections in the fitting process. The cross
section for Raman scattering can be calculated from the known energies of the rotational states
of N2 and O2 (cf. Fig. 5.3). For details see Wagner (1999) and references therein.
The Solar I0 Effect The natural line widths of atmospheric absorptions in general are not
resolved by DOAS instruments in the UV/vis region, because their spectral resolution usually
is in the range of about a few tenths to several nanometers. Therefore the trace gas absorption
cross sections have to be convoluted with the instrument’s slit function G:
σ˜(λ) = G ∗ σ(λ) (5.13)
But the convolution takes place in the instrument itself, when the radiation enters the spec-
trometer:
I˜(λ) = G ∗ I(λ), (5.14)
By using a convoluted cross section in the fit the unpermutableness of the convolution with the
exponentiation or logarithmization is ignored. Therefore a small error is introduced which is
determined by I0. It can be accounted for by calculating an I0 corrected cross sections according
to Johnston (1996). The I0 effect is especially important when cross sections of strong absorbers
like O3 have to be included in the fit. It has been found (Wagner , 1999) that in the case for
the BrO retrieval from GOME the I0 effect can be neglected
Instrumental Shortcomings Several effects influence the spectral transmission function of
the instrument. Most of them, like the reflectivity of the mirror or the quantum efficiency of
the photodiode array are considered to be constant over time. Even if they caused errors in the
absolute radiometric calibration these would cancel out as the measured spectrum is divided
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by the solar reference spectrum. Other effects like the transmission of the dichroic filter or the
Fabry Perot etalon structure due to frozen water on the photodiode array surface probably
vary with time. In principle these effects are corrected for by measurements performed with
the GOME calibration unit. Under special circumstances (e.g. after power shut down) the
changes can be very rapid and spectral structures remain which can interfere with the trace
gas absorptions.
The GOME DOAS evaluation is very sensitive to changes of the characteristics of the in-
strument, because of its low sampling ratio (number of pixels per FWHM of the instrument
function). Shifts in the wavelength calibration of the measured spectra can lead to a loss of
information in the case of undersampled spectra due to the interpolation of the spectra.
However, this is of minor importance since in the BrO spectral region during one orbit the
maximum shift in wavelength is in the order of corresponding to about 0.02 pixel resulting in
very small interpolation errors.
During solar measurements interpolation errors due to the Doppler effect are found. This re-
sults in a Doppler shift of about 8 pm. These residual structures have been removed by
smoothing the spectra with low pass filtering (Gaussian shape, FWHM: 2.5 pixel).
5.1.2 Retrieval of Bromine Monoxide Slant Column Densities from GOME
The retrieval of BrO follows the proposition made by Aliwell et al. (2002). The BrO molecule
shows strong spectral features at wavelengths below 365 nm. However, below 340 nm the
retrieval is complicated by the strong ozone absorptions leading to a break down of many
approximations that are only valid for small absorptions. The retrieval of BrO from GOME
spectra has been performed in a fitting window between 344 and 359 nm. Reference spectra as
shown in Tab. 5.1 as well as a direct solar spectrum (which in general is recorded daily) and
a calculated Ring spectrum have been used in the fit. A polynomial of degree two has been
included to account for broad-band structures. Details about the spectral calibration can be
found in Wagner (1999). In particular it has been found that the wavelength calibration of
the BrO cross section used has to be corrected by about 0.21 nm. In addition, the measured
spectra have been smoothed in order to reduce high frequent spectral noise with the Deriche
filter (Leue, 1999). After determination of the wavelength calibration of the reference spectra
Species Temperature [K] Source
O3 221 GOME (Burrows et al., 1999)
O3 241 GOME (Burrows et al., 1999)
NO2 227 GOME (Burrows et al., 1998)
OClO 203 Wahner et al. (1987)
BrO 227 Wahner et al. (1988)
O4 296 Greenblatt et al. (1990)
calculated Ring spectrum 250 MFC, (Bussemer , 1993)
Fraunhofer spectrum GOME direct sun light
Table 5.1: Reference spectra used for the GOME BrO retrieval.
with respect to the Fraunhofer spectrum that is used in the fit, the shift of these spectra is
linked to the shift of the Fraunhofer spectrum relative to the measured spectrum. Since the
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Fraunhofer lines are the most pronounced features in both, the solar and the Earthshine spectra
this procedure avoids unreasonable shifts of the reference spectra.
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Figure 5.4: Example of a BrO evaluation of a GOME spectrum. Shown are the measured spectrum (top
left), the spectrum without Fraunhofer lines and broad-band structures (bottom left) and the spectra for
the fitted references after the fit (right) for an exemplaric BrO fit. The wavelength scale for all images is
the same as in the upper left figure. Superimposed over the optical density the residual structure is shown.
Image adapted from Leue (1999).
5.2 Radiative Transfer and Air Mass Factors
The integrated trace gas concentration along the light path strongly depends on the particular
viewing geometry. In order to derive a quantity that no longer depends on the SZA, the concept
of AMFs has been used (Noxon et al., 1979; Solomon et al., 1987b). The SCD is then converted
to a VCD according to
VCD =
SCD(SZA)
AMF(SZA)
. (5.15)
For a SZA < 80◦ the AMF for a nadir viewing instrument can be approximated geometrically
as
AMFgeo = 1 +
√
cos2(SZA) + (h/r)2 + 2(h/r)− cos (SZA)
h/r
, (5.16)
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with the Earth radius r and the altitude of the top of the atmosphere t. Since t is very small
compared to r a Taylor expansion yields
AMFgeo ≈ 1 + 1cos(SZA) . (5.17)
For a correct computation especially at larger SZAs the AMFs have to be modelled by using
radiative transfer models3. AMFs for a stratospheric trace gas profile are relatively insensitive
to ground albedo or clouds. However, the AMFs for a tropospheric trace gas profile are strongly
dependent on ground albedo (cf. Fig. 8.19), cloudiness, and aerosol load. Over a dark surface
the fraction of light that is reflected from the atmosphere as compared to the fraction reflected
from the ground is larger than in the case of a bright surface where relatively more light
is reflected from the ground. A Monte-Carlo model such as AMFTRAN (Marquard , 1998;
Marquard et al., 2000) or TRACY (von Friedeburg , 2003) is well suited to derive AMFs for a
variety of atmospheric conditions since the path of each individual photon can be modelled and
a statistical ensemble can be computed.
For a photoreactive tropospheric trace gas species, knowledge about clouds, ground albedo and
the actual concentration as a function of solar radiation would be needed to compute "true"
AMFs. Ground albedo (Koelemeijer et al., 2003) and clouds can in principle be retrieved from
GOME data itself using PMD data or O2/O4 absorptions (Kuze and Chance, 1994; Koelemeijer
et al., 2001) among other parameters (Wagner et al., 2003) or a combination as in HICRU
(Grzegorski , 2003) is used. For a trace gas which has its major sources in the ice covered polar
boundary layer, the situation is still more complicated since many models have large problems
in discriminating between bright surfaces and clouds. Therefore in principle the VCDs still
would have to be divided by an appropriate tropospheric AMF, but this is only feasible for case
studies where all parameters are sufficiently known. Due to all these limitations AMFs for a
stratospheric BrO profile only are used and for most of the time series studied in this thesis a
SZA cutoff of 88◦ and 90◦ for mean images has been applied.
For a thorough discussion of AMFs see Wagner (1999) and references therein.
5.3 Normalization of the Measured Slant Column Densities
The solar spectrum is measured via a diffuser plate (see section 4.2) which should in principle
reduce the effect of the changing relative position of the satellite to the sun over the year.
However, it has been found (Richter and Wagner , 2001) that the diffuser plate itself introduces
an artificial spectral structure which changes over the year due to a changing geometry while
viewing the sun. As can be seen from Fig. 5.5, the averaged SCDs over an equatorial region
show pronounced artificial structures that are the same in every year. A normalization pro-
cedure to overcome this difficulties has been proposed by Richter and Wagner (2001); Richter
et al. (2002). It has been implemented in the data processing of SCDs used in this thesis. It
is assumed that near the equator the BrO concentration is constant over the year. A latitude
band from 4.5◦ N to 4.5◦ S has been chosen and the long term mean BrO SCD in this latitude
band has been calculated resulting in about 5.9 · 1013 molecules/cm2. Then the orbital mean
3In principle also subtle effects like the dependence of the AMF on the VCD itself or the one introduced
from the non-linearity between the absorption cross section and the measured optical density would have to be
taken into account. However, for a weak absorber like BrO these effects can be disregarded.
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Figure 5.5: Daily averaged SCDs over 5◦ N to 5◦ S for 1996-2001. The years are shown in different colors
and scaled by a factor of 1 · 1014 compared to the previous year.
in this latitude band is compared to the long term mean. The resulting difference is then sub-
tracted from all measured SCDs. Thus the SCDs are normalized with respect to the equatorial
latitude band:
SCDNorm = SCDmeasured −
((
1
npixel
∑
i
SCDimeasured
)
− SCDeq. band1996-2001 mean
)
(5.18)
with i = pixel number, and center lat(i) ∈ [4.5;−4.5] (5.19)
This procedure has successfully been used to remove the artifical diffuser structure as can be
seen in any of the time series shown in part III of this thesis. However, an unknown but constant
offset is introduced into the retrieved SCDs.
5.4 Quality Criteria for the Extraction of Time Series
For the derivation of time series quality criteria have been applied in order to reduce the number
of outliers. The χ2 (see chapter B) from the nonlinear least-squares fit has been restricted to be
less than 1.5 · 10−4 and the coefficient from the solar spectrum was allowed to be 1 ± 5%. The
deviation from unity is due to the shift. In a future implementation of the fit this coefficient is
fixed to unity. All data not matching these criteria have been rejected.
Sometimes image processing algorithms as described in Leue (1999); Wenig (2002) also have
been used. The time series shown in Figs. 9.8 and 9.11 are derived by applying a mask to the
daily BrO VCD images. For the calculation of mean maps the SCDs or VCDs are weighted by
their fitting errors.
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Chapter 6
Error Analysis
The total error of a BrO VCD derived from GOME is composed of various parts: The errors
possibly induced by the spectral and radiometric calibration, the error of the DOAS fit, and
the error of the derived stratospheric AMFs used to convert SCDs into VCDs. In addition,
other errors that are not accounted for include the assumptions and approximations made in
the retrieval procedure which are small compared to the fit error itself (cf. chapter 5 and
Wagner (1999)). Probably systematic errors like a possible wavelength dependence of the slit
function, uncertainties concerning the slit function itself, the possibly insufficient correction for
degradation effects and the lack of knowledge of tropospheric AMFs are also of importance.
However these systematic errors are not accounted for in the error analysis.
6.1 Stability of Instrument and Evaluation Method
The errors concerning the instrument itself (correction for the polarization sensitivity, leakage
rate, stray light and calculated measurement errors) are monitored by e.g. the use of the internal
calibration lamp (see section 4.2) and are accounted for by the use of the keydata delivered
along with the level-0 data. Spectral and radiometric calibration as well as error propagation is
implemented in the code used for the evaluation of GOME spectra (Leue, 1999). The spectral
and radiometric calibration in principle also includes the air-to-vacuum change of the radiance
response function (cf. Fig. 6.1) and the change of the spectrometer channel sensitivity over
time (cf. Fig. 6.2). However, these effects are modelled and the model results are then used to
perform the correction which might introduce a small uncertainty.
Due to the change from air to vacuum the radiance response function has strongly changed.
Therefore measurements of instrument characteristics performed on ground had to be corrected.
Especially for short wavelength the ratio of the radiance response functions measured on ground
and in vacuum has a minimum, thus "UV-parabola". The parabolic shape has been detected
by comparing solar observations of GOME to other solar observing instruments SOLSTICE
and SOLSPEC. A likely reason for this behavior is the porous MgF2 coating of the mirrors
which are subject to degassing in vacuum. It has been succeeded to model this effect were
it has turned out that this effect depends on the position of the scanning mirror. The
sensitivity of the spectrometer channels and the polarization channels change over time as
shown in Fig. 6.2. Various reasons possibly contribute to this degradation amongst them cosmic
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Figure 6.1: Measured (left) and modelled (right) air-to-vacuum effect on the radiance response function.
The ratios of the radiation response functions in air and in vacuum are plotted against the wavelength. left:
The data points show GOME calibration lamp measurements, the solid lines the ratio between GOME to
SOLSTICE (λ < 400 nm) and GOME to SOLSPEC (λ > 400 nm). The bold line represents a fit through
the peak ratios. right: Modelled air-to-vacuum effect for GOME for different viewing geometries. Images
adapted from Aben et al. (2000).
particles and deposition of material on optical components (for details on these issues see Aben
et al. (2000)). Larger problems arose 2001 when a gyro needed for the attitude control of the
satellite failed, resulting in a pointing inaccuracy. Therefore the quality of the solar reference
spectra decreased significantly. This can also be seen in the Fraunhofer fit coefficients shown
in Fig. 6.3. Beginning at the last quarter of 2001 the fit coefficients increased leading to large
errors in the BrO retrieval. Although there are in principle methods to overcome this problem,
e.g. the use of an equatorial Earthshine spectrum as a Fraunhofer reference spectrum or the use
of an "unofficial" solar measurement which is not routinely included with the ESA-GOME data,
this has not been performed for the data presented in this thesis which therefore cover only the
time until October 2001. In addition, since September 2001 measurements with the internal
calibration lamp were only performed once a month. Previously they have been performed on
a daily basis.
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Figure 6.2: Changes of sensitivity of the GOME spectrometer channels in arb. units vs. days after June, 3,
1995. Image adapted from Aben et al. (2000).
Figure 6.3: Fraunhofer fit coefficients for spectra measured in 2001.
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6.2 Errors for the Retrieval of Time Series from GOME
The errors introduced by using various assumptions and approximations have carefully been
analyzed in Wagner (1999). Various scenarios (small SZA, large SZA, moderate SZA but with
enhanced tropospheric BrO) had been selected. As a result it has been found that for low SZA
and weak BrO absorption the error was largest (24%) while for a moderate SZA and strong
BrO absorptions the error was lowest (6%). The error as used in the implementation of Leue
(1999) consists of the radiometric and spectral calibration as well as the fit error. This error is
used in digital image processing tools implemented by Leue (1999); Wenig (2002) as a weight
to produce e.g. composite or mean images. The errors for the VCDs are derived by applying
the same AMFs to the errors of the SCDs as to the SCDs themselves. In Figs. 6.4 and 6.5
Figure 6.4: Relative error vs. date for Fig. 9.9 (red squares 60◦ - 80◦ N, green circles 60◦ -80◦ S).
examples of relative errors for some time series presented in this thesis are shown. These errors
usually are less than 15% for daily zonal averages and less than 10% for hemispherical averages.
The relative error for a single pixel is usually higher. In Fig. 6.6 the relative errors for the time
series over Barrow and the 0◦ longitude reference site (see section 8.2.1) are shown. For the
Barrow site (with enhanced BrO) the relative error stays below 25%. However it should be kept
in mind that, depending on the circumstances, systematic errors (like the lack of knowledge of
tropospheric AMFs) might be very important.
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Figure 6.5: Relative error vs. day of year for Fig. 9.6 (red squares northern hemisphere 1998, green circles
southern hemisphere 1999).
Figure 6.6: Relative error for the VCDs over Barrow (green squares) and the 0◦ longitude reference site
(red circles).
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Chapter 7
Validation
The basics of the algorithms used for the data retrieval as described in chapter 5 have been
validated against other independent retrievals. Details can be found in Leue (1999), Wagner
(1999) and Wenig (2002). Furthermore, the data set of GOME BrO data as it is used in this
thesis has also been compared to other BrO data that where measured on the ground (Hön-
ninger et al. (2004b), Frieß et al. (2004)). Additional comparisons will be presented in this
chapter.
MAX-DOAS (Multi-AXis-DOAS) measurements at two sites in the Arctic (for details see Hön-
ninger and Platt (2002)), Alert (82.47◦N, 62.5◦W) and Kuujjuarapik (55.31◦N, 77.75◦W) and
zenith scattered light DOAS measurements in the Antarctic (for details see Frieß (2001)) at
Neumayer Station (70.65◦S, 8.25◦W) have been performed.
The comparison of ground-based measurements to GOME VCDs is hampered by various as-
pects due to the inherent differences in both measurement platforms:
• MAX-DOAS instruments are especially sensitive to enhanced absorption paths in the
boundary layer due to snowdrift or low clouds
• for the satellite instrument in contrast BrO located close to the surface and below or
inside clouds might be shielded due to the high albedo of the cloud top
• the large spatial extend of GOME ground pixels tends to underestimate a particular
air-mass or to average over different air-masses enriched in BrO
• no perfect temporal coincidence between both measurements
• a change of ground albedo due to melting snow and/or ice would have to be taken into
account as a change in tropospheric air-mass factors (see section 5.2 for a discussion)
• since ground-based measurements lack the possibility of measuring the solar spectrum
without absorptions the results are presented as dSCDs which depend on the SZA. The
comparison to VCDs from satellite should be aﬄicted with a constant offset only if the
ground-based measurements were derived at a constant SZA only (this is, of course not
the case for MAX-DOAS measurements)
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7.1 Comparison of GOME VCDs to MAX-DOASMeasurements
during Polar Spring in Alert, 2000
Alert is located at the northern shore of Ellesmere Island in the Canadian Arctic. The MAX-
DOAS measurements took place on the sea-ice surface. Scattered and reflected sunlight in
different elevation angles has been analyzed covering a time from April, 20 to May, 9, 2000
(see Fig. 7.2) after polar sunrise. As a Fraunhofer reference a noon time zenith spectrum
with minimal background trace gas absorption has been chosen. Because of the simultaneous
measurements of different elevation angles the heights of the layer containing most BrO could
be estimated. In general it has been found that the differential SCD decreased with higher
elevation angles indicating that most BrO was present at the boundary layer.
These measurements are compared to GOME data. For the comparison the VCD derived
Figure 7.1: Comparison of GOME measurements with (red stars) time series averaged over 80.53◦ -
84.53◦N, 58.7◦ - 66.7◦W to (grey triangles) minimal geodesic distance to the MAX-DOAS measurement
site. The green line represents the mean of the spatially averaged data. From Apr, 26 - May, 12 a period
with relatively high BrO VCDs is found.
from the subpixel with the closest geodesic distance to the MAX-DOAS measurement site for
each day has been plotted in Fig. 7.2. In Fig. 7.1 this time series is compared to a spatially
averaged (80.53◦ -84.53◦N, 58.7◦ -66.7◦W) time series. Both time series show a good agreement
although the spatially averaged time series tends to show a little less variability. However, both
time series clearly show a period of increased BrO VCDs about during Apr, 26 - May, 12. The
time series with minimal geodesic distance is compared to the MAX-DOAS dSCDs in Fig. 7.2.
On April 26, 27 and 29 as well as on May, 2 and 3 the minimal geodesic distance of the center
of the GOME pixel was less than 100 km away from the MAX-DOAS site. A strong increase
of GOME VCDs from Apr, 26 to Apr, 27 and a little lower VCD as on Apr, 27 but still greater
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Figure 7.2: MAX-DOAS results from the ALERT2000 BrO measurements. Values corresponding to
different elevation angles are plotted in different colors. Values generally increase for decreasing elevation
angles. During the ozone depletion period after April 26 very high BrO dSCDs were observed (adapted from
Hönninger (2002)). Pink balls indicate the corresponding GOME VCDs and pink bars (top) the geodesic
distance from the measurement site.
than on May, 3 in accordance with the ground-based measurement is seen. On the other hand
the maximum VCD detected by GOME is found on May, 1 at a distance of about a hundred
kilometers indicating that transport has occurred or another source has been detected. In
summary the agreement is reasonably well but a correlation analysis is not possible because of
the short time period.
7.2 Comparison of GOME VCDs to MAX-DOASMeasurements
during Polar Spring at the Hudson Bay, 2001
During spring 2001 a measurement campaign near Kuujjuarapik, Quebec at the south eastern
shore of the Hudson Bay (Canadian low Arctic) took place. Using both, LongPath- and MAX-
DOAS differential BrO SCDs were derived for Apr, 19 to May, 7. In the Hudson Bay boundary
layer BrO abundances are comparable to high Arctic sites (Hönninger et al., 2004b) and a clear
anti-correlation to ozone has been found. The time periods of boundary layer ODEs however
were rather short compared to high Arctic sites during the time of measurements. In contrast
to high Arctic sites during April and May about eight hours are completely dark. Therefore
night time chemistry also has to be taken into account. MAX-DOAS also provides information
about the vertical distribution of BrO near the surface. For the days 19, 20, 23, 25, 26, 28 and
29 LP-DOAS measurements did not show enhanced amounts of BrO while MAX-DOAS SCDs
were still enhanced and the difference between the 5◦, 10◦, and 20◦ viewing geometries were
small. This indicates that an elevated layer of enhanced BrO is present. It was concluded that
these elevated BrO layers probably have a strong influence on the polar tropospheric ozone
budget as well as on the likelihood of vertical mixing of reactive bromine from the boundary
layer into the free troposphere, which could be a probable mechanism during polar spring.
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Figure 7.3: Comparison of GOME measurements with (red stars) time series averaged over 53.31◦ -
57.31◦N, 75.75◦ - 79.75◦W to (grey triangles) minimal geodesic distance to the MAX-DOAS measurement
site. The green line represents the mean of the spatially averaged data. From Apr, 9 - Apr, 25 a period with
relatively high BrO VCDs is found.
Figure 7.4: MAX-DOAS dSCDs (only values calculated from the lowest elevation angle (5◦) are shown) for
Apr, 19 to May, 9 (black triangles) and GOME VCDs (red balls, corrected for local time) are shown (MAX-
DOAS data courtesy G. Hönninger). The upper panel shows the geodesic distance between Kuujjuarapik
and the center of the respective GOME pixel.
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Time series with minimal geodesic distance to Kuujjuarapik and those averaged over an area
(53.31◦ -57.31◦N, 75.75◦ -79.75◦W) show, as was the case in section 7.1, a good agreement (see
Fig. 7.3). These time series indicate that during the field campaign the time of highest BrO
VCDs has already passed by. Nevertheless around Apr, 25 and May, 10 BrO events exceeding
the mean of the area averaged time series are found. The dark green line in Fig. 7.3 gives an
estimate of the stratospheric variation (see also Fig. 9.8 and section 8.1.1). The MAX-DOAS
dSCDs are compared to the GOME VCDs with minimal geodesic distances to the measurement
site in Fig. 7.4. A pretty good agreement between both data sets is found although some GOME
measurements are far away from Kuujjuarapik indicating that air-masses enriched in BrO cover
a large area which would support the MAX-DOAS finding of having detected a layer aloft.
7.3 Comparison of GOME VCDs to Zenith Scattered Light
DOAS Measurements at Neumayer for Polar Springs 1999-
2001
Differential BrO SCDs have been derived by a DOAS instrument receiving zenith scattered
light using a Fraunhofer reference spectrum from Oct, 6, 19991. The data presented here has
been measured at a SZA of 90◦. They have been performed at the German Antarctic research
station Neumayer located at 70.65◦S, 8.25◦W in a distance of about 7 km from the Weddell
Sea. For the comparison time series of BrO dSCD during the polar springs 1999-2001 have
been taken into account. For details on the instrumental setup and measurement process see
Frieß (2001). As main results it was found that except for the observations during spring, when
various strong and sudden enhancements of the BrO dSCD were observed, the overall picture
of the BrO dSCDs were consistent with the current understanding of stratospheric bromine
chemistry (Sinnhuber et al., 2002) as it is also discussed in this thesis (see section 3.2.2 and
section 8.1.1). In spring, events with dSCDs exceeding 1.2 · 1015 molecules/cm2 are caused by
tropospheric BrO which in general is correlated to a strong decrease in the ozone mixing ratios.
However, sometimes tropospheric BrO events did not show low ozone mixing ratios indicating
an elevated layer containing BrO enriched air. It has been also found that the detection of
tropospheric BrO is correlated with a prolonged contact of the air-masses in question with
the sea-ice surface previously (Frieß et al., 2004; Frieß , 2001). Time series for polar
spring 1999, 2000 and 2001 from GOME with minimal geodesic distance to Neumayer and
from ground-based measurements are compared (Fig. 7.5,Fig. 7.6 and Fig. 7.7) and correlated
(Fig. 7.8) to each other. Note that the axes scales has been chosen in a way to allow for easy
comparison ’by eye’. Both data sets show essentially the same variation they especially
agree very well in showing the same days for the maxima in 1999 and 2000. In Fig. 7.7 (right)
a correlation analysis of both data sets for the polar springs 1999-2001 has been performed
yielding a correlation coefficient (for a definition see e.g. section B.1.2) of r = 0.54. The
correlation for the individual seasons is r1999 = 0.689, r2000 = 0.522 and r2001 = 0.204. Note
that in 2001 there are only little concurring measurements (24). The same applies to autumn
measurements. For the comparison of tropospheric event data it is important to note that, as
GOME is not sensitive to the tropospheric signal at a SZA of 90◦ anymore (see chapter 8),
1Therefore the dSCD aﬄicted with an unknown but constant offset as is also the case with the GOME VCDs
(see section 5.3).
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Figure 7.5: BrO dSCDs from Neumayer (data courtesy of U. Frieß) are shown as red squares and GOME
VCDs as black balls for spring 1999. The upper panel shows the geodesic distance of the center of the
GOME groundpixel to Neumayer.
Figure 7.6: BrO dSCDs from Neumayer (data courtesy of U. Frieß) are shown as red squares and GOME
VCDs as black balls for spring 2000. The upper panel shows the geodesic distance of the center of the
GOME groundpixel to Neumayer.
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Figure 7.7: BrO dSCDs from Neumayer (data courtesy of U. Frieß) are shown as red squares and GOME
VCDs as black balls for spring 2001. The upper panel shows the geodesic distance of the center of the
GOME groundpixel to Neumayer.
Figure 7.8: Correlation plot for the spring time data (1999-2001) for both data sets. The x-axis shows
Neumayer dSCDs while the y-axis shows GOME VCDs.
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the GOME VCDs have been restricted to a SZA≤86◦ . The SZA changes from 86◦ to about
60◦ at Oct, 31. As it has been discussed in section 5.2 the sensitivity for the tropospheric
fraction increases slightly with decreasing SZA during spring (see also Wagner et al. (2001) for
a discussion).
Part III
Results
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Chapter 8
Separation of Stratospheric and
Tropospheric Column Densities
Since GOME is a nadir viewing instrument the derived column densities contain information
about the stratospheric and tropospheric distribution of BrO. As will be discussed in chapter 9
the spring time tropospheric events yield much higher total VCDs than can be explained by
purely stratospheric BrO (cf. Fig. 9.8). Thus typical tropospheric events can be clearly identi-
fied in the total BrO VCD GOME data. Nevertheless a separation is a prerequisite for a more
quantitative tropospheric BrO VCD and also gives more insight in the variation of stratospheric
BrO. Two approaches towards a separation of stratospheric and tropospheric column density
fractions will be discussed in this chapter.
The reference method makes use of the fact that the spatial and temporal variations of BrO
abundances in the stratosphere are much less than in the troposphere while the SZA method
is based on the fact that GOME’s sensitivity for tropospheric BrO decreases towards higher
SZAs.
8.1 Fixed Solar Zenith Angle Method
A possibility for the separation of stratospheric and tropospheric fractions of the total VCD is
to take VCDs measured at large SZAs as stratospheric and subtract these values from VCDs
measured at lower SZAs. This procedure takes the longitudinal variation of the stratospheric
BrO distribution into account but not the latitudinal variation since the higher the SZA the
higher the latitude where the measurement took place. VCDs measured in the southern hemi-
sphere in 1996 have been plotted against the SZA, there it has turned out that tropospheric BrO
explosion events occur with a SZA smaller than 85◦. With this method it is possible to extract
column density data that are dominated by the stratosphere and do not exhibit significant tro-
pospheric features1 (see Figs. 8.1 and 8.2). In chapter 9 it is shown that the tropospheric spring
time maxima in the Arctic occur during March and April while the stratospheric maximum as
inferred from Fig. 8.1, Fig. 8.2, Fig. 8.5, and Fig. 8.6 is found between November and February.
This behavior is different for the Antarctic. There the tropospheric maximum, which takes
1However depending on the ground albedo a free tropospheric background might or might not be subtracted
(cf. Fig. 8.19).
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place during September and also October nearly coincides with the stratospheric maximum
occurring between May and August. This strong asymmetry probably is due to the different
geometry of the distribution of tropospheric events that depends on the areas where freshly
formed sea ice is found. These areas in the northern hemisphere cover a broad latitudinal range
while they are found at relatively similar latitudes in the southern hemisphere encircling the
Antarctic continent where they can not reach to as high latitudes as in the Arctic. However,
the stratospheric yearly cycle in both hemispheres is very pronounced, with a phase shift of
six months between both hemispheres, in this data. Although it has to be taken into account
that the latitude changes over the year for a fixed SZA interval, i.e. at December, 21 and June,
21 VCDs with a SZA ∈ ]88◦, 93◦[ are measured at the southern- or northernmost latitude,
respectively.
8.1.1 Time Series of Stratospheric Bromine Monoxide
Time series of daily mean BrO VCDs (lower figures) for the northern (left) and southern (right)
hemisphere in the SZA interval ]88◦, 93◦[ are shown in Figs. 8.1 and 8.2. In polar summer,
Figure 8.1: Time series of daily averaged stratospheric VCDs 1996-2001 for the northern hemisphere.
where the values measured at this SZA-range are at relatively high latitudes, a VCD minimum
of about 2.3 · 1013 molecules/cm2 and slightly larger in the northern hemisphere is found. The
winter maximum in the northern hemisphere is only a little larger than that in the southern
hemisphere which is in sharp contrast to the tropospheric findings, where the Arctic yields
much higher tropospheric VCDs than the Antarctic. As can be seen from Fig. 8.19, depending
on the ground albedo, a small contribution from boundary layer BrO and especially from
free tropospheric BrO (see also discussion in section 8.2.1.1) can not be ruled out, especially
because the sea ice extends to lower latitudes during winter in the northern than in the southern
hemisphere. This remaining tropospheric contribution can be regarded as the most likely reason
for the difference of the stratospheric maxima in both hemispheres. At a SZA of 90◦ the ratio
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Figure 8.2: Time series of daily averaged stratospheric VCDs 1996-2001 for the southern hemisphere.
between stratospheric and tropospheric AMF is about 1/10, therefore a difference of about 0.2
· 1013 molecules/cm2 in the stratosphere would correspond to 2 · 1013 molecules/cm2 in the
troposphere. A difference of about 1 · 1013 molecules/cm2 between the boundary layer events
in spring in the latitude bands 60◦ - 80◦ between both hemispheres can be seen in Fig. 9.9.
The rest is likely accounted for by a difference in the free tropospheric background between
both hemispheres. The winter maxima themselves also differ from year to year. While the
stratospheric maxima in the winters 1996/97 and 1997/98 yielded the highest VCDs in the
northern hemisphere (about 5.5 to about 6 · 1013 molecules/cm2 respectively) the Antarctic
behaves more uniform with a slight increase from about 5.1 to 5.5 · 1013 molecules/cm2 from
1996 to 2001.
Monthly averages can be calculated from these time series as is shown in Figs. 8.3 and 8.6
respectively. For the calculation of monthly averages all data or daily averaged data respectively
have been used. The number of individual measurements in this latitude and SZA interval
depends on the time of year. In winter only little data is available. The latitudinal distribution
of individual measurements is shown in Fig. 8.4 for the southern hemisphere during 1996 as an
example. The monthly averaged stratospheric VCDs shown in Fig. 8.6 in general confirm
the findings discussed above. In the monthly averages the minimum in the northern (2.5 · 1013
molecules/cm2) is slightly higher than in the southern hemisphere (2.3 · 1013 molecules/cm2)
which can not entirely be explained by ground albedo, because the areas of high reflectivity
(mainly the Antarctic continent in the southern hemisphere and the multi year sea ice in the
northern hemisphere Arctic Sea) are more comparable in extent than during polar winter.
This, especially in connection with a possible stronger transport towards lower latitudes (see
chapter 11), might give a hint to a larger free tropospheric BrO background in the northern
than in the southern hemisphere. The minima in both hemispheres stay relatively constant
during 1996-2001. The Arctic minimum occurs around July while the Antarctic minimum is
found six months later around January. The opposite is true for the stratospheric maxima, i.e.
around January in the northern and around July in the southern hemisphere. This is consistent
with our current understanding of the stratospheric bromine chemistry (Sinnhuber et al., 2002):
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Figure 8.3: Monthly averaged stratospheric VCDs matching the quality criteria in the southern hemisphere
in 1996 (right scale, blue symbols). The error bars indicate the standard deviation. The number of data
points that have been used to calculate the average are shown as red symbols (left scale).
Figure 8.4: Latitudinal distribution of data points and their number used to calculate the average shown
in Fig. 8.3. The change in color of each column indicates the mean latitude. Note that in winter (June)
VCDs with a corresponding SZA between 88◦ and 93◦ are found at the northernmost latitudes. The two
minima, i.e. southernmost latitudes in this SZA-range, are found in spring and autumn.
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Figure 8.5: Monthly averaged stratospheric VCDs in the northern (black squares) and southern (red circles)
hemisphere from January 1996 to September 2001. In contrast to Fig. 8.3 daily averaged stratospheric VCDs
have been used, therefore the error bars indicating the standard deviation are smaller.
Figure 8.6: Mean seasonal variation of stratospheric VCDs averaged over 1996-2001 for both hemispheres.
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BrO VCDs increase in autumn, reach a maximum during winter, decrease in spring (see also
section 3.2.2 for details) and reach a minimum in summer. In principle as depicted in
Figure 8.7: A sine (red line) is fitted to the monthly averaged stratospheric VCDs for the northern
hemisphere.
Figure 8.8: A sine (red line) is fitted to the monthly averaged stratospheric VCDs for the southern
hemisphere.
Figs. 8.7 and 8.8 the stratosphere follows an almost harmonic annual cycle with a phase shift
of half a year between both hemispheres. Major deviations from a sine that is fitted to the
data only occur at the maxima. Possibly - apart from a trend in total bromine abundances -
meteorologic conditions also influence the stratospheric BrO VCD during winter although this
influence might not be as important as it is for ClO and therefore for OClO (for a discussion
see Kühl (2004)). In the southern hemisphere BrO might be depleted during the ozone hole.
The individual trend analyses (see Figs. 8.9 and 8.10 and Tab. 8.1) for the four winter months
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Figure 8.9: The months with the maximum stratospheric VCDs from Fig. 8.5 are shown for the northern
hemisphere. A linear fit is applied to the data. Resulting slopes and correlation coefficients are shown in
Tab. 8.1.
Figure 8.10: The months with the maximum stratospheric VCDs from Fig. 8.5 are shown for the southern
hemisphere. A linear fit is applied to the data. Resulting slopes and correlation coefficients are shown in
Tab. 8.1.
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Slope Error Cor. Coef.
November 12.4 4.8 0.91
December 9.4 3.8 0.93
January 9.3 4.5 0.79
February 4.1 4.1 0.44
May 7.7 3.8 0.95
June 5.4 4.5 0.78
July 5.7 5.1 0.6
August 12.5 5.7 0.88
Table 8.1: Slopes (in 1011 molecules/cm2) and correlation coefficients for the trend analysis of strato-
spheric BrO VCDs. The four months with maximal stratospheric BrO VCDs in each hemisphere are
shown.
for each hemisphere show a coherent picture: A positive trend of stratospheric BrO VCDs for
all four months in the period 1996-2001 in the northern (about 12.4 - 4.1 · 1011 molecules/cm2)
and southern (about 12.5 - 5.4 · 1011 molecules/cm2) hemisphere has been found. From this
it can be concluded that an increase of the average stratospheric VCD during 1996 to 2001 of
about 5.9 · 1011 molecules/cm2 per year in the northern and 7.8 · 1011 molecules/cm2 per year in
the southern hemisphere takes place. An increase in total stratospheric bromine load until 2000
(from about 10 pptv in the 1970s to 20 pptv) has been discussed in e.g. Sturges et al. (2001);
Pfeilsticker et al. (2000). As can be seen from Fig. 8.11 an increase in stratospheric bromine
has also been detected from other platforms. Stratospheric bromine increased until about 2001
(Dorf , 2004; Montzka et al., 2003) and is declining today. Stratospheric bromine is of both,
Figure 8.11: Stratospheric Bromine vs. Year of Stratospheric Entry (Note: This is not the date of the
actual measurement!). Data from Butler et al. (1998) (lowest line: CH3Br), Fraser et al. (1999) (middle
line. halons) and IUP, HD (Pfeilsticker et al., 2000; Dorf , 2004) is shown. Image adapted from WMO
(World Meteorological Organization) (2003)
natural and anthropogenic origin. Major sources are methyl bromide (accounting for about 50%
of the current atmospheric sources (Sinnhuber et al., 2002)) various halons and other brominated
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compounds. However, the increase of stratospheric bromine is mainly due to an increase in
anthropogenic emissions of brominated compounds. Since most of theses anthropogenic emitted
compounds presumably originate in the northern hemisphere the different slopes between both
hemispheres can be explained by interhemispherical mixing: If the long term maximum of
stratospheric BrO concentrations in the northern hemisphere has been transgressed the southern
hemisphere would lack behind or if the northern increase has flattened the southern hemisphere
will do so time shifted.
8.2 Reference Site Method
This method based on Simpson (2004) compares time series of sites where tropospheric events
can be found to those where none occur. As will be discussed in chapter 9 the tropospheric
pattern of enhanced BrO clouds is not very symmetric around the poles. With stronger asym-
metries in the northern hemisphere where in the north Atlantic very seldom increased BrO
VCDs are measured2. The difference of these time series at similar latitude will then yield
the tropospheric fraction3. However, this method does not take possible deviations from a
well-mixed meridional distribution of stratospheric BrO into account. Note that this method is
similar to that of Zeng et al. (2003), who also assumed meridionally mixed stratospheric BrO.
In this thesis one site with strong tropospheric events has been chosen for each hemisphere. Vic-
toria in the Canadian archipelago (70◦ N, 110◦ W) is compared to Andoya, Norway (69.5◦ N,
16◦ W) and VCDs over the Weddell Sea (at 60◦ S, 0◦) are compared to a reference site (at
60◦ S, 150◦ O). These comparisons are shown in Fig. 8.12. The left images (Fig. 8.12 (a) and
(c)) show both the time series with and without tropospheric events. It is clearly seen that
during spring the time series over the tropospheric active sites show much higher BrO VCDs.
This is even more pronounced on the right figures where the difference of both time series is
shown. In the northern hemisphere a peak during spring is found4 and relatively low difference
values otherwise. For the southern hemisphere this peak is not as pronounced as it is for the
northern hemisphere. Nevertheless an increase in BrO ∆VCDs during spring compared to the
rest of time where relatively large scatter and some outliers occur is found. In contrast to the
southern hemisphere in the northern hemisphere a small peak during autumn is seen. Probably
this difference is due to different ground albedos: In the Antarctic both, the Weddell and the
reference site are covered by sea ice during winter and spring. During summer both sites are
relatively ice free. The formation of new sea ice starts slightly earlier at the reference site,
because it is closer to the shore than the Weddell site. In the Arctic, in contrast, the reference
site is mostly ice free while the Victoria site is mostly ice covered. The same observation is true
for the case study and will be discussed below (see section 8.2.1).
2This is probably due to the fact that the gulf stream reaches far north in the Atlantic preventing the
formation of sea-ice.
3Although, as it was for the method discussed before, this method could - depending largely on the ground
albedo or the difference between the ground albedos of both sites - also subtract the free tropospheric background.
4There is a smaller peak during autumn which can probably be explained by different albedos. See also
section 8.2.1 below.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 8.12: Time series of VCDs (1996-2001) and differences of VCDs of places with and without tro-
pospheric BrO-events: (a) VCDs over Victoria (Canadian Archipelago, 70◦ N, 110◦ W, black squares)
and Andoya (Norway, 69.5◦ N, 16◦ W, red circles). (b) Differences of VCDs over Victoria and Andoya.
(c) VCDs over the Weddell Sea (60◦ S, 0◦ O, red circles) and a reference place (60◦ S, 150◦ O, black
squares). (d) Differences of VCDs of the former time series.
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8.2.1 Case Study: Application to Ozone Depletion Events at Barrow
The method described above is employed for a comparison of in-situ ozone data from Barrow,
Alaska to tropospheric BrO VCDs from GOME in a collaboration with W. Simpson. For this
study various sites, from the open sea towards the interior in Alaska were chosen (see Tab. 8.2),
in order to investigate changes in tropospheric BrO as a function of distance from the sea, where
the likely sources are located. For each of these sites two reference sites have been chosen. One
centered at 0◦ longitude (open ocean, no sea ice, no bromine events) but with the same latitude
and another one over Greenland (centered at 40◦ W). In order to derive time series the GOME
ground pixel with the minimal geodesic distance to the site center has been selected. The box
sizes for this computation have been chosen to be 2◦ (i.e. ± 1◦) in latitude and 4◦ in longitude
for the sites in Tab. 8.2 but to be 10◦ in longitude for the reference sites. While the Barrow
Alaskan Site Latitude Longitude
Sea Ice 73.32◦ N 156,61◦ W
Barrow 71.32◦ N 156,61◦ W
North Slope 69.32◦ N 157.41◦ W
Interior 67.5◦ N 156,61◦ W
Table 8.2: Geographic locations of sites for which time series of tropospheric BrO have been derived.
pixel most of the times is largely over sea this influence decreases for the North Slope (north
of the Brooks Range) pixel. The interior site is south of the Brooks Range which has passes of
an altitude of about 1.4 km and summits of about 2.6 km heights. The difference between
Figure 8.13: Tropospheric BrO VCDs (upper panel) and surface O3 mixing ratios for 1996-2001 from
the NOAA/CMDL site. The dotted vertical lines show snowmelt dates while the solid vertical lines show
snowfall dates or mean snowfall/snowmelt dates, respectively.
Barrow and the reference site (at 0◦ latitude) VCDs (VCDtrop) is shown in Figs. 8.13 and 8.14.
High BrO VCDs during spring beginning near day of year 65 (the noontime SZA is 77◦ and day
lengths about ten hours) coincide with low O3 mixing ratios although it appears that ozone is
more variable than the BrO enhancement. After snowmelt (dates given for the Barrow National
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Figure 8.14: Tropospheric BrO VCDs (upper panel) and surface O3 mixing ratios for 1996-2001 from the
NOAA/CMDL site averaged over the whole time period. In addition the 1σ variance is shown. The dotted
vertical line shows snowmelt dates while the solid vertical line shows snowfall dates or mean snowfall/snowmelt
dates respectively.
Weather Service site) which occurs around DoY 141 ± 8, BrO VCDs decrease and O3 mixing
ratios recover. During summer the BrO VCD difference, i.e. the tropospheric VCD is near zero.
After snowfall (defined as beginning of seasonal snow pack, snowfalls subsequently melted are
ignored) which occurs around DoY 277 ± 10 a small increase in tropospheric BrO is observed
which is particularly evident in the fall seasons of 1996, 1999, and 2000. Possible reasons for
the fall peak will be discussed below (section 8.2.1.1).
Tropospheric BrO VCDs are always high during the core ODE period but ozone is very variable
with mixing ratios varying between zero and what appears to be an unperturbed annual cycle.
This behavior could be explained by two hypotheses: Either BrO layers are aloft as indicated by
some studies of McElroy et al. (1999); Hönninger et al. (2004b) or horizontal patchiness exists:
There could be patches of ozone depleted and BrO enhanced air parcels that are smaller than
a GOME pixel. Therefore a GOME measurement would typically probe a few BrO enhanced
airmasses5, i.e. those different patches, while the ground based site may be either observing an
ozone depleted airmass or may not. However, since the mountain range (see Fig. 8.16 below)
acts as a transport barrier the hypothesis of vertical patchiness seems to be more plausible. In
any case, since tropospheric BrO VCDs stay well above zero during spring one could infer that
ozone is being depleted at all times somewhere in the vertical column.
Tropospheric BrO persists a little longer after snowmelt which, again is probably due to the
large ground-pixel size. The ground-pixel over Barrow almost always includes a large fraction
over the sea where snow and ice persist longer than the snowpack over land. Furthermore the
ocean north of Barrow that is still covered by sea ice could be the origin of air masses with
high tropospheric VCDs that are subsequently transported in an elevated layer above Barrow.
A correlation plot (Fig. 8.15) between both data sets yields an anti-correlation with r = −0.43.
In general, as can also be seen from Figs. 8.13 and 8.14 BrO is enhanced when O3 is depleted.
However, various reasons might explain why this correlation is not so good: Horizontal patch-
iness or aloft layers (see above) might play a role, since a highly localized point measurement
(probably some meters above the ground or snow respectively) is compared to a large GOME
ground-pixel. Furthermore GOME is probing various atmospheric layers while mixing with the
BL might be hindered by a typically strong inversion layer at this time at Barrow.
A broader picture is gained by calculating the tropospheric VCDs for all sites mentioned in
5Close to the shore at Barrow open leads are frequently found.
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Figure 8.15: Correlation of BrO difference (VCDtrop) and ozone. The correlation coefficient is r = −0.43.
Tab. 8.2 by subtracting the appropriate 0◦ longitude reference from the site’s VCD as is shown
in Fig. 8.16. Since the Barrow ground pixel is largely influenced by the sea ice the difference
Figure 8.16: Tropospheric BrO VCDs for the various sites. Data is shifted by 2 · 1013 compared to the
previous graph each. The first vertical line indicates the average snowmelt date while the second line the
average snowfall date, respectively.
to the northern sea ice site is rather small. During spring both sites show many events of
strongly enhanced tropospheric VCDs. The tropospheric VCDs of the offshore sites are larger
than at the inland sites. Especially the VCDs at the Interior site south of the Brooks Range
show smaller values and less BrO events during spring. Probably the mountain range acts
as a transport barrier. An aloft layer with enhanced BrO abundances could be transported
inland but probably not cross the mountain range. This can explain why the North Slope site
also experiences relatively large and frequent high BrO events but the Interior site does not.
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However the persistence of BrO after snowmelt is longest on the offshore site which is probably
due to the fact that melting of sea ice is delayed with respect to snowmelt. During summer
the VCD differences are close to zero with lowest values for the Interior site. An increase in
tropospheric VCDs again is seen after the beginning of snowfall in autumn at all four sites.
In order to improve the correlation clouds have to be accounted for. For this purpose O2/O4
data (data courtesy T. Wagner) have been analyzed for six different sites: At 71.32◦ N (same
as Barrow), 0◦ longitude, (and ± 10◦ ), for Barrow and at an almost always ice covered (77◦ N,
130◦ E) and ice free (77◦ N, 3◦ E) site. A fit to the O2 versus SZA data has been performed.
If the measured O2 fit coefficient over Barrow is below the standard correlation, which has
been derived by comparing ice covered and ice free sites, it is assumed that clouds are present.
The annual cycle for cloudiness over Barrow is shown in Fig. 8.17 and agrees very well with
Figure 8.17: Annual cycle for clouds over Barrow. The fit coefficient for O2 vs. day of year is shown. The
fitted curve describes the cloud free yearly variation of O2 SCDs as a function of SZA. A lower fit coefficient
indicates the shielding of a fraction of the total O2 column by clouds. The red symbols represent cloud free
while the violet symbols represent cloudy condition.
observation of the National Weather Service. During spring only few cloudy days with low
clouds are observed while during fall many days are cloudy. However, the cloud analysis did
not significantly improve the BrO - O3 correlation.
8.2.1.1 Open questions whether Bromine Monoxide increases during Autumn
Tropospheric BrO VCDs seem to increase during autumn as shown in Fig. 8.12 (b), Fig. 8.13,
Fig. 8.14, and Fig. 8.16. As already discussed (cf. section 3.3.1.1) the snow pack can be a
source of atmospheric bromine. Since elevated tropospheric BrO is observed after snowfall it
could be possible that the bromine explosion mechanism takes place. On the other hand no fall
increase has been seen for the comparison in the Antarctic (Fig. 8.12 (a)). Another possible
explanation has been discussed instead. After snowfall the ground albedo of a particular ground
pixel changes drastically. If the change in albedo is not balanced by a similar change for the
reference site the measurement will be biased towards overestimating the BrO VCD at that
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ground pixel.
Time series of total BrO VCDs for various sites have been analyzed. In Fig. 8.18 these time
Figure 8.18: Total BrO VCDs for various sites during 1996-2001.
series for Barrow, Greenland (high elevation, no boundary layer events), at 0◦ longitude (no
sea ice, no boundary layer events), the Laptev Sea (sea ice, boundary layer events) and inland
Sibiria (snow during winter, possible transport events) are shown. Until about DoY 150 the
0◦ site experiences the lowest BrO VCDs while the sites with boundary layer events (Barrow,
Laptev) show the highest VCDs and Greenland is intermediate. In summer most VCDs drop
below the Greenland site which stays higher probably because of its comparably larger ground
albedo. At the end of the year (probably after snowfall) the 0◦ site stays low while the others
agree with the Greenland VCDs. It is obvious from Fig. 8.19 that a change in ground albedo
Figure 8.19: Stratospheric and tropospheric AMFs as a function of SZA. The light graphs represent the
case for high (0.8) albedo while the bold graphs for low albedo. Image adapted from Wagner et al. (2001).
has only little influence on the stratospheric fraction of the BrO VCD, but large impact on the
tropospheric fraction. Since it is very likely that during summer no boundary layer BrO events
occur it can be assumed that a change in albedo will influence the VCD of stratospheric or free
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tropospheric BrO. The total BrO VCDs for all sites except Greenland during summer are around
3.5 · 1013 molecules/cm2 which would result in a SCD of about 1 · 1014 molecules/cm2 assuming
an AMF of around 3. This would yield a difference between a high and low albedo site of 0.5 ·
1013 molecules/cm2 if a 5% albedo effect for stratospheric AMFs is assumed. This difference is
smaller than the observed difference (cf. Fig. 8.18). A computation for a free tropospheric BrO
background with constant mixing ratio at an altitude between three and eight kilometers using
TRACY (von Friedeburg , 2003) for a summer time SZA has been performed. The resulting
difference in AMF for a high and low ground albedo site is about two. Therefore, a VCD of
about 1.25 · 1013 molecules/cm2 in the free troposphere is needed to get a VCD difference of
2.5 · 1013 molecules/cm2. This estimation however gives only a lower limit since clouds over
Barrow would decrease the differential sensitivity change below this AMF change of 2 and
require more free tropospheric VCD. An estimate of 2 · 1013 molecules/cm2 corresponding to
2 pptv in the free troposphere seems reasonable.
Chapter 9
GOME Measurements of Bromine
Monoxide during Polar Spring
This chapter focusses on the spatial and temporal distribution of tropospheric bromine monoxide
although the data presented here are derived from total BrO VCDs as measured from GOME.
The measurements of total BrO VCDs presented in this chapter describe the evolution of
tropospheric BrO, because of various reasons:
• The observed VCDs are too large to be explained by stratospheric BrO only. This would
be in contradiction to other measurements (see e.g. chapter 7).
• The spatial and temporal variations observed are too large to be explained by strato-
spheric BrO (see e.g. section 9.2, chapter 8 especially section 8.2.1, and chapter 11).
• The delay between the stratospheric and tropospheric maximum (at least for the northern
hemisphere) is large (see e.g. section 9.2).
• The statistical distribution of BrO VCDs is not unimodal (see section 9.3).
• Enhanced BrO VCDs are found after sunrise at lower latitudes first. Later in the year
also towards the poles enhanced BrO VCDs are found (see e.g. section 9.1).
• Large BrO VCDs coincide with areas that could supply bromine radicals like frost flowers
(see e.g. section 3.3.1.1).
As soon as the polar sunrise begins, starting1 with SZA ≤ 85◦ , which can be seen in Fig. 9.1,
the bromine explosion mechanism starts and ozone depletion takes place. This is a naturally
occurring phenomenon and we find extended areas with ’clouds’ of high BrO columns at rela-
tively lower latitudes earlier in spring. Later these areas are extending farther poleward with
the sun rising there. The bromine explosion comes to a halt if either the ozone is totally re-
moved from the boundary layer, the heterogenous reservoir ceases to exist due to breaking ice,
or the boundary layer air is mixed with air from the free troposphere diluting the concentration
of reactants.
The bromine explosion only takes place during polar spring, because in polar summer the one
1occasionally some events are already found at SZAs around 87o
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Figure 9.1: All BrO VCD data points from Aug, 1996 in the southern hemisphere (45◦ S − 90◦ S) meeting
the quality criteria explained in section 5.4 drawn versus SZA. The red ellipse indicates the tropospheric
bromine explosion events.
year old sea ice has vanished, therefore the heterogenous reservoir is missing, in autumn a closed
ice surface has not developed yet, and in winter there is no light hence no photolysis can occur.
For a further discussion of the possible sources see section 3.3.1.1.
The spring time boundary layer bromine explosion events are the most pronounced feature of
the global distribution of total BrO VCDs that can be measured from nadir looking uv/vis
spectrometers. This chapter focusses on the polar spring time distribution of BrO during the
time from 1996 to 2001. A multi year average of this period is shown in Fig. 9.2 where the
Figure 9.2: Long term global mean of the total BrO VCDs 1996 - 2000. The color scale ranges from
2 · 1013 to 6 · 1013 molecules/cm2.
highest values of BrO VCDs are found in polar regions of both hemispheres. The VCDs de-
crease towards the equator where they reach a minimum. This behavior can be explained with
the annual stratospheric cycle (see chapter 8 but also Fig. 9.8) and the tropospheric sources
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that are located in polar regions.
9.1 Patterns of Bromine Explosion events during Polar Spring
In the northern hemisphere the first events are usually found in February near the Hudson
Bay, the Sea of Okhotsk and the Bering Sea. In March and April a maximum in amplitude
and in the geographical area is found. Events are encountered in all the previous areas plus
in the Davies Street, around the Canadian Archipelago, Beaufort, Laptev and Kara Sea. In
May generally only at more northern latitudes elevated VCDs of BrO are found, especially in
the Beaufort, East Siberian, Laptev and Kara Sea. It is interesting to note that these patterns
compare nicely to ice distribution; especially over Greenland and the Northern Atlantic, where
no sea ice is found. This general distribution patterns are shown in Fig. 9.3. In contrast to
the Arctic findings the BrO-distribution in the southern hemisphere is rather ring-like, since
the Antarctic continent, as is the case for Greenland, lacks ice or snow-pack that is enriched
with halogens. The areas with the largest BrO-abundances are the Weddell and Ross Sea but
also the southern ocean near the Avery Ice Shelf. The months with the highest values of BrO
VCDs are September and October. In November smaller BrO VCDs are found closer to the
shores of the Antarctic continent. This findings are summarized in Fig. 9.4.
As can be seen from Figs. 9.3 and 9.4 there is a difference in the spatial and temporal variation
as well as in the magnitude of BrO VCDs in the northern and southern hemisphere, which is
due to their different land to ocean distribution. The areas covered with one year old sea ice
around Antarctica are small compared to the large extent of fresh sea ice in the north polar
region e.g. in the Labrador Sea, Hudson Bay, Kara Sea etc.
Although the general patterns of BrO clouds are quite similar in each year, which is particularly
true for the Antarctic, there are differences in the strengths from year to year. In the northern
hemisphere the years 1996, 1997 and 2000 show relatively small BrO VCDs while in 1999 and
especially 1998 and 2001 relatively high BrO VCDs occur. In August 2000 a very strong onset
is found in the Antarctic while September 1997 was the month in which high BrO VCD clouds
covered the largest area in the period under discussion here.
9.2 Latitudinal and Temporal Distribution of Bromine Monox-
ide
Both hemispheres have been subdivided into 30 area weighted latitude bands2, i.e. the
northernmost and southernmost bands cover the broadest latitude range (86.18◦-90◦) while
the equatormost bands cover only two degrees (1.94◦-3.95◦) in latitude. Annual averages for
each latitude band have been derived for 1996-2001 as shown in Fig. 9.5. These averages, of
course, also include the stratospheric fraction although a SZA cutoff of 88◦ has been applied.
Towards the equator the mean BrO VCD decreases smoothly. This is due to the decreasing
stratospheric BrO VCD towards the equator but also because no tropospheric BrO sources
at lower latitudes have been observed by GOME (see also chapter 10). Another important
2A compromise between an equal area (∼ arcsin(n/30)) parametrization, which would lead to only a few
bins at polar latitudes and a parametrization linear in latitude has been chosen as 90◦ − 2 · arctan(n/30).
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Figure 9.3: Monthly mean BrO VCDs (SZA ≤ 90o, AMF for std. strat. profile) in the northern hemisphere
during spring (Feb.-May(from top to bottom)) for the years 1996-2001(from left to right).
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Figure 9.4: The same as Fig. 9.3, but for the southern hemisphere during spring (Aug.-Nov.). November
2001 has been omitted because of problems with the pointing accuracy of the satellite when measuring the
solar spectrum.
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Figure 9.5: Annual zonal BrO VCD averages over 60 area weighted latitude bins. The years 1996-2001
are shown in different colors.
feature is the tropospheric BrO VCDs near the poles where average VCDs are reached that
are not of stratospheric origin. The Graph in Fig. 9.5 has its maximum at the poles. Also
the scatter between the different years is larger towards the poles indicating different source
strengths of BrO in the different years (cf. section 9.4). As already discussed in section 9.1
the distribution of tropospheric BrO is different in both hemispheres. Since sea ice is available
up to 90◦ N the situation is different in the south where the Antarctic continent shows little
tropospheric BrO. This is also seen in Fig. 9.5 where the maximum in the southern hemisphere
is confined to a small latitudinal region with decreasing average VCDs from 70◦ S towards
90◦ S. For the northen hemisphere peak values are distributed over a broader latitude range
and no sharp decrease occurs over the pole. The maximum in the southern hemisphere reaches
to higher BrO VCDs than in the northern hemisphere.
Daily hemispherical averages of total BrO VCDs also have been derived for 1996-2001 as shown
in Figs. 9.6 and 9.7. Again a SZA cutoff at 88◦ has been used. In the northern hemisphere
the maximum is found during spring at around Day of Year 90. Then in summer a minimum
is seen followed by an increase towards autumn and rather constant values during winter. The
southern hemisphere behaves different. Again the maximum is found in spring around DoY
250 persisting longer than in the northern hemisphere with a little decrease towards and a
small minimum in summer. Followed by a stronger decrease and a local minimum in winter.
As discussed before the important prerequisites for bromine explosion events to take place
are the availability of bromide ions which is very likely supplied by e.g. frost flowers on fresh
sea ice and enough light to drive photochemistry. This both in mind a hypothesis for the
distinctive behavior of both hemispheres can be given: In the northern hemisphere the sea ice
extent reaches its minimum during summer thus the average hemispherical BrO VCD, too.
The sea ice in winter in the northern hemisphere extends farther to lower latitudes than in
the southern hemisphere therefore enough light is available and no minimum is seen. In the
southern hemisphere in contrast during summer probably enough ice remains at the shores
of the Antarctic continent at comparably lower latitudes than in the northern hemisphere.
Or else enough bromide is supplied to the snowpack near the coast. This can be seen in
Fig. 9.4 for November, but also until end of February (not shown) where a halo-like structure
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Figure 9.6: Daily hemispherical BrO VCD averages (northern hemisphere). The different years are shown
in different colors.
Figure 9.7: Daily hemispherical BrO VCD averages (southern hemisphere). The different years are shown
in different colors.
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of elevated BrO VCDs around the continent is seen. Thus only a secondary minimum occurs
during summer. The small increase in autumn in both hemispheres which is larger in the
south could be due to an increase in ground-albedo since the ice cover is growing. However
BrO explosion events during fall can not be rule out completely and might also contribute a
little. During winter the sea ice in the southern hemisphere does not extend as much towards
lower latitudes than in the northern hemisphere and therefore probably not enough light is
available to drive photochemistry either for the photolysis of Br2 (at 600 nm) or the photolysis
of ozone3 (at 320 nm) and subsequent reaction with water to form HO2 which is needed to
convert BrO to HOBr (cf. chapter 3).
Another possible and more likely hypothesis for the nearly simultaneously occurring minima
in both hemispheres is that, since a large contribution from lower latitudes is also included
in a hemispherical mean, this is a feature of interhemispherical interaction. Around DoY 10
the northern stratospheric maximum is found. Followed by the Arctic tropospheric maximum
which occurs around DoY 90. Then the southern stratospheric maximum takes place around
DoY 195 and the Antarctic tropospheric maximum around DoY 250. On the one hand the
largest contribution in terms of area comes from mid and low latitudes while the strong
seasonal cycles are due to the stratospheric maximum and the stronger tropospheric maximum.
Therefore potential transport (see chapter 11) might cause a change in the amount of free
tropospheric BrO in mid and low latitudes. Thus the global minimum which is seen around
DoY 180-210 could be due to a free tropospheric BrO background seen in the middle of the
year when neither stratospheric and tropospheric maxima in the northern nor in the southern
hemisphere occur.
The time series of zonal averages of daily BrO VCDs which are depicted in Fig. 9.8 show the
total VCD, i.e. the sum of stratospheric and tropospheric BrO. Nevertheless we can distinguish
the stratospheric winter maximum (see also section 3.2 and the discussion in chapter 8) from
the tropospheric spring time maximum. The tropospheric variations are the rapid fluctuations
on top of the stratospheric yearly cycle occurring after the stratospheric winter maximum in
polar spring (see also Richter et al. (2002); Wagner and Platt (1998); Wagner et al. (2001)).
The stratospheric maxima are always smaller than the tropospheric ones. These time series
of total BrO VCDs do not exhibit a clear trend, although a weak increase on the average
can be seen. Nevertheless the minima have not changed significantly over time. Note that
there is a major difference in the latitude bands of 90◦ -70◦ in the northern and southern
hemisphere: Most of the Antarctic tropospheric events are north of 70◦ , so that the largest
part of the area of this latitude band is occupied by the Antarctic continent. The amplitudes
are also different. The maxima in the northern hemisphere are higher which is likely due to the
tropospheric events, which also cover a greater latitude range than in the Antarctic. Another
important feature is the different delay between the stratospheric and tropospheric maxima
in both hemispheres. While the northern stratospheric maximum occurs around January and
the tropospheric spring time events take place during March to May we see the stratospheric
maximum in the Antarctic around July (see section 8.1.1) and the tropospheric events already
start in August lasting until October. Time series for another latitude band are shown
in Fig. 9.9 and compared to the stratospheric VCD. While the amplitudes of VCDtotal in the
northern hemisphere are larger than in the southern hemisphere (with both, higher maxima
3The latter is more likely since Rayleigh scattering (∼ 1/λ4) is stronger the shorter the wavelength.
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Figure 9.8: Time series of zonal BrO VCDs 1996-2001. From left to right: 90◦ -70◦ , 70◦ -30◦ and
30◦ -5◦ latitude for the northern (top) and southern hemisphere (bottom) each. Orange ellipses showing the
stratospheric maximum in winter and red ellipses showing the tropospheric maximum in spring are included
as a guide to the eye. The mean values (in 1013 molecules/cm2) are 90◦ - 70◦ N. 〈VCD〉 = 5.22 ± 1.01,
70◦ - 30◦ N. 〈VCD〉 = 4.29±0.65, 30◦ - 5◦ N. 〈VCD〉 = 2.74±0.2, Equator 〈VCD〉 = 2.32±0.05 (compare
to section 5.3), 5◦ - 20◦ S. 〈VCD〉 = 2.63 ± 0.17, 30◦ - 70◦ S. 〈VCD〉 = 4.31 ± 0.31, and 70◦ - 90◦ S.
〈VCD〉 = 4.92± 0.42
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Figure 9.9: Time series of zonally averaged BrO VCDs over the latitude band 60◦ -80◦ are shown for the
northern hemisphere (black squares). The estimate of the stratospheric VCD in the SZA-interval ]88◦ , 93◦ [
is shown as red circles (cf. Fig. 8.7). The fitted sine (blue) is scaled to the zonally averaged VCD time series
as a guide for the eye.
Figure 9.10: Time series of zonally averaged BrO VCDs over the latitude band 60◦ -80◦ are shown for the
southern hemisphere (black squares). The estimate of the stratospheric VCD in the SZA-interval ]88◦ , 93◦ [
is shown as red circles (cf. Fig. 8.8). The fitted sine (blue) is scaled to the zonally averaged VCD time series
as a guide for the eye.
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and lower minima) as it was also the case for other latitude bands (cf. Fig. 9.8) the picture is
different for VCDstrat: The amplitudes in the northern hemisphere are still larger, but only due
to higher maxima. The minima are merely the same with slightly smaller VCDs in the southern
hemisphere. This discrepancy between both data sets is partly due to the fact that VCDstrat
has been derived for a fixed SZA range while VCDtotal by calculating the daily average over
a fixed latitude range, i.e. VCDstrat is merely insensitive for tropospheric BrO. The temporal
agreement for the stratospheric maximum and minimum in both data sets is very good for
both hemispheres, that means the minima of VCDstrat and VCDtotal as well as the maxima
of VCDstrat and stratospheric maxima of VCDtotal coincide and are six months apart in both
data sets. For the northern hemisphere both, VCDtotal and VCDstrat also agree in numbers
for the stratospheric maximum. However, the decline between spring and summer differs in
both data sets as VCDtotal is delayed with respect to VCDstrat. This delay is probably caused
by the tropospheric events occurring after the stratospheric maximum. This finding supports
the hypothesis for the existence of a free tropospheric BrO background which probably is - at
least partly - of polar tropospheric origin because of two reasons: The difference in the minima
indicate that more BrO is present below the layer probed in the SZA-range used to derive
VCDstrat. The spring-to-summer delay between both data sets shows that the tropospheric
influence on VCDtotal, apart from the BrO explosion events in spring, is persistent. Probably
BrO rich air-masses of polar BL origin reach the free troposphere where the bromine compounds
have a much longer lifetime.
The analysis of regionally averaged time series show quite similar results. The regions which
have been chosen are those with high BrO VCDs in the long term mean, they are shown in
Fig. 9.12. As was already discussed above the regionally averaged time series in Fig. 9.11
confirm the previous findings: Amplitudes in the north are greater than in the south with
higher maxima and lower minima. Again no significant trend can be found.
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Figure 9.11: Time series of daily averaged BrO VCDs in selected Arctic and Antarctic regions. See
Fig. 9.12 for a geographic overview.
Figure 9.12: Regions chosen for the calculation of averaged time series. The underlying image is the long
term mean of the BrO-distribution (see Fig. 9.2). Areas (in 106 km2) are: 1:3.5, 2:2.7, 3:2.7, 4:5.3, 5:2,
6:9.4, 7:4.6, 8:6.5 and 9:2.7
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9.3 Statistical Distribution of Bromine Monoxide Vertical Col-
umn Densities
As previously discussed there are major differences if one compares both hemispheres in the
distribution of elevated BrO VCDs. These are higher in the northern hemisphere and the
delay between the stratospheric and tropospheric maxima is also greater there. In Fig. 9.13
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 9.13: Histogram for the zonal distribution of VCDs as in Fig. 9.8. (a) 90◦ - 70◦ N. 〈VCD〉 =
5.22 ± 1.01 (1013 molecules/cm2). Bin size = 10 · 1011. (b) 70◦ - 30◦ N. 〈VCD〉 = 4.29 ± 0.65 (1013
molecules/cm2). Bin size = 2 · 1011. (c) 30◦ - 70◦ S. 〈VCD〉 = 4.31± 0.31 (1013 molecules/cm2). Bin size
= 5 · 1011. (d) 70◦ - 90◦ S. 〈VCD〉 = 4.92± 0.42 (1013 molecules/cm2). Bin size = 5 · 1011.
histograms for the distribution of VCDs for the 90◦ -70◦ and 70◦ -30◦ latitude bands for both
hemispheres are shown. The differences between both hemispheres results in an evidently not
unimodular distribution4 of the measured VCDs for the northern hemisphere (for illustration
Gaussians are fitted to the data). Especially for the Arctic latitude bands two cluster points,
one at around 4 ·1013 which accounts for the stratosphere and one around 6 ·1013 molecule/cm2
can be identified. For the lower latitude band both cluster points are shifted towards lower
4If they were unimodularly distributed one would have to assume that only one source for elevated BrO
VCDs exist. Further more if the distribution also were Gaussian it would be very likely that only fluctuations
around this mean can be detected.
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values. For the southern hemisphere the situation is somewhat more complicated. Although
these histograms can also not be explained by an unimodular distribution it is very likely that
both the distribution for the tropospheric and stratospheric part have a large overlap.
This analysis also has been performed for the same polar regions as above and again, as in
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 9.14: Histogram for the distribution of VCDs in Arctic regions as in Figs. 9.11 and 9.12. Bin size
= 1 · 1012 in all cases. (a) Beaufort Sea 〈VCD〉 = 5.19 ± 1.09 (1013 molecules/cm2) (b) East Sibirian
Sea 〈VCD〉 = 5.4 ± 1.15 (1013 molecules/cm2) (c) Kara Sea 〈VCD〉 = 5.14 ± 1.08 (1013 molecules/cm2)
(d) Hudson Bay 〈VCD〉 = 4.93± 1.21 (1013 molecules/cm2)
section 9.2 the results agree very well with the zonal averages. In the northern hemisphere
(see Fig. 9.14) the high latitude sites (Beaufort, East Siberian and Kara Sea) show a clearly
bimodular distribution. This is not as evidently the case for the Hudson Bay. Since the Hudson
Bay extends far south one can not expect the stratospheric fraction of the VCDs to be such as
high as in the higher latitude regions and on the other hand the region over which has been
averaged was considerably smaller in this case. The distributions of BrO VCDs for Antarctic
sites (Fig. 9.15) show a maximum of about 5 · 1013 molecules/cm2 in all cases although they
differ considerably in size. This can probably be understood by the land to ocean distribution
in the southern hemisphere and the ring-like characteristics of areas with elevated tropospheric
BrO VCDs during spring.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 9.15: Histogram for the distribution of VCDs in Antarctic regions as in Figs. 9.11 and 9.12. Bin
size = 5 · 1011 in all cases. (a) Weddell Sea 〈VCD〉 = 5.13± 0.47 (1013 molecules/cm2) (b) King Haaakon
Sea 〈VCD〉 = 5.16± 0.47 (1013 molecules/cm2) (c) Ross Sea 〈VCD〉 = 4.84± 0.94 (1013 molecules/cm2)
(d) Amundsen Sea 〈VCD〉 = 4.9± 0.54 (1013 molecules/cm2)
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9.4 Areas covered by Bromine Monoxide ’clouds’ during Polar
Spring
Although it is widely accepted that enhanced boundary layer BrO concentrations during polar
spring are a naturally occurring phenomenon that can be found every year, it is still an open
question how strong it might influence the global tropospheric chemistry, and to what extent
it might be affected by human influences. In particular climate change might have a significant
impact on polar regions.
The area that is covered by BrO clouds with VCDs above a chosen threshold is calculated
from monthly means. Two thresholds have been chosen: VCD ≥ 5.5 · 1013 and VCD 6 ≥ ·1013
molecules/cm2. As can be inferred from e.g. Figs. 8.1 and 9.8 these values are clearly of tropo-
spheric origin: The stratospheric VCDs generally are below this threshold which is particularly
true for the northern hemisphere where the delay between stratospheric and tropospheric max-
ima is larger than in the southern hemisphere. The results are shown in Figs. 9.16 and 9.17.
As was already discussed above the high BrO events in the northern hemisphere are usually
stronger and cover a larger area than in the southern hemisphere which can also be seen from
Fig. 9.16. The extent of areas that are covered by clouds of BrO also varies along with the time
series or the average number of events.
Remarkably on the average the areas covered with BrO clouds tend to increase over time in
both hemispheres. In the monthly averaged coverage during polar spring there is a significant
trend indicating that these areas are increasing in the northern hemisphere, where we find a
relative increase of about 10% per year in 1996-2001 (see Fig. 9.17). The reasons for this find-
ing have not been understood yet, but it is possible that, because the area covered by several
year old sea ice decreases, the extent of one year old sea ice increases (see section 2.5). The
decrease in the area covered by several year old sea ice, giving more space for fresh sea ice
to build up during polar winter, might be caused by climatic change, i.e. global warming.
It was reported by Tarasick and Bottenheim (2002) for Resolute that the frequency of ODEs
correlates with the average spring time temperature and that it increased by 0.66%±0.59% per
year in the period 1966-20005.
As a possible consequence this could lead to an increasing source of tropospheric BrO and there-
fore also to an increase in the global tropospheric BrO background: As was discussed above
(cf. section 9.2) it is possible that air-masses of polar tropospheric origin that are enriched in
BrO are transported into the free troposphere. Probably bromine compounds have a larger
lifetime once they reached the free troposphere. If the area of the source regions increase the
likelihood for these transport processes increases, too. Furthermore the increase of the areas
acting as bromine sources lead to a higher total BrO abundance6. A higher free tropospheric
BrO background in turn could have an impact on many atmospheric parameters (see Platt
(2000) for a detailed discussion) including an increased ozone destruction, a reduction of the
HO2/OH ratio, i.e. an increase in BrO leads to an increase in OH . An increase in reactive
bromine can reduce the NOx catalyzed ozone production and also lead to a bromine catalyzed
chlorine activation.
5They also mention that this could explain "the apparent increase of Hg in Arctic biota in recent times".
6However, VCDs analyzed in this thesis in particular regions or latitude bands do not show a significant
increase.
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Figure 9.16: Area covered by BrO clouds with VCDs ≥ 5.5 ·1013 (upper figures) or 6 ·1013 (lower figures)
molecules/cm2 in the northern (left) and southern hemisphere (right) during polar spring, calculated from
monthly means.
Figure 9.17: BrO clouds (VCDs ≥ 5.5 · 1013) for spring months in the northern hemisphere.
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Chapter 10
Detection of Bromine Monoxide by
GOME in Midlatitudes
In addition to what has been discusses in chapter 9 elevated levels of BrO have also been
detected at mid latitudes. However these measurements have been performed from other plat-
forms. Peak mixing ratios of more than 20 ppt for the Salar de Uyuni (Hönninger et al., 2004a)
(in the Altiplano in South America) and of about 80 ppt for the Dead Sea (Hebestreit et al.,
1999) have been reported. Other non-polar locations with successful BrO measurements include
the Great Salt Lake in USA (Stutz et al., 2002) and another field campaign in the Dead Sea
Valley (Tas et al., 2004). Apparently the conditions for the autocatalytic bromine release are
also met at salt lakes or salt pans. Volcanic emissions with peak mixing ratios of around 1 ppb
for the emission of the Soufriere Hills Volcano on Montserrat (Bobrowski et al., 2003) and for
Etna on Sicily (Bobrowski , 2004) with SCDs reaching 6 · 1014 molecules/cm2 have been found.
Time series of BrO VCDs detected by GOME over the Dead Sea, the Altiplano, and various
Figure 10.1: Regions chosen for the retrieval of time series are: 1: Hawaii (15-25◦ N, 150-160◦ W), 2:
Altiplano (15-25◦ S, 65-75◦ W), 3: Windward Islands (12-20◦ N, 60-65◦ W), 4: Sicily (35-40◦ N, 12-18◦ E),
5: Dead Sea (32-38◦ N, 32-38◦ E), 6: Congo (4◦ N - 6◦ S, 24-34◦ E), 7: Java (4-12◦ S, 102-120◦ E).
regions with salt lakes or salt pans but also with high volcanic activity have been derived in
order to compare them to ground based measurements. Some of these regions are sketched
in Fig. 10.1. However, the retrieval of a tropospheric signal from satellite for midlatitudes or
even the tropics is hampered by the low ground albedo, the small spatial extend of areas with
elevated BrO, the short temporal extension of bromine explosion events due to a lack of a
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stable inversion layer and by the South Atlantic Anomaly (see below). The results of all these
investigations do not show clear evidence that enhanced BrO column densities over salt lakes
or volcanoes are detectable with GOME.
The Altiplano (see Fig. 10.1, region 2) is a region in South America in the Andes near the
Figure 10.2: left: Time series of VCDs from 1996-2001 in the Altiplano 〈VCD〉 = 3 ± 1.9 (1013
molecules/cm2). right: Histogram of the time series.
border between Chile and Bolivia where large salt lakes, amongst them the Salar de Coipasa,
Salar de Uyuni, and Salar de Atacama, are found. Region 2 also encloses salt pans in Argentina
like Ojos del Salado. Fig. 10.2 shows the time series of BrO VCDs derived over this region.
This time series does not show a yearly cycle but also no evidence for enhanced tropospheric
BrO. The VCD data is Gaussian-distributed around a mean of 3 · 1013 molecules/cm2. As it
was discussed in section 9.3 a unimodular distribution is likely to be explained by seasonal
variations of the stratospheric and a possible free tropospheric background. And indeed, as
was stated in section 9.4 and Fig. 9.8, it agrees well with the zonal dependence of mean BrO
VCDs. Note that many data points have negative VCDs. Also the error (not shown here, see
section 6.2) is higher than in any other region. This is due to the South Atlantic Anomaly. The
Earth’s inner radiation (Van-Allen) belt that extends over altitudes of 650-6,300 km centered
in the equatorial plane traps charged particles that are produced by interactions of high ener-
getic particles and cosmic rays with atmospheric atoms. It primarily consists of protons on the
order of 10-50 MeV and also electrons. Due to a depression of the Earth’s magnetic field over
the South Atlantic the heights of the Van-Allen belt is very low just there. Therefore charged
particles can hit the spectrometer causing ’hot’ pixels on the detector array.
The time series of VCDs (Fig. 10.3) over the Dead Sea Valley (see Fig. 10.1, region 5) shows a
yearly cycle with maxima around January. This is accounted for by variations in stratospheric
BrO (see section 8.1.1). No evidence for tropospheric events is found, instead the data distri-
bution is Gaussian.
The same findings are true for the time series over sites with volcanic activity (Fig. 10.1, regions
1, 3, 4, 6, and 7). In all cases the VCDs (Etna on Sicily, Fig. 10.4; Soufriere Hills on Montser-
rat, Fig. 10.5; Hawaii, Fig. 10.6; Java, Fig. 10.7; Congo with the Nyamuragira, Fig. 10.8) are
Gaussian-distributed and no sign of enhanced tropospheric BrO has been found.
The time series of the regions discussed above show that the long term mean increases
with increasing latitude (compare section 9.2 and Fig. 9.8). Near the equator (Congo and
Java) we find 〈VCDCongo〉 = 2.29± 0.79 and 〈VCDJava〉 = 2.5± 0.69 (all VCDs given in 1013
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Figure 10.3: left: Time series of VCDs from 1996-2001 in the Dead Sea Valley 〈VCD〉 = 3.78 ± 1.02
(1013 molecules/cm2). right: Histogram of the time series.
Figure 10.4: left: Time series of VCDs from 1996-2001 in Sicily 〈VCD〉 = 3.73 ± 0.92 (1013
molecules/cm2). right: Histogram of the time series.
Figure 10.5: left: Time series of VCDs from 1996-2001 in the Windward Islands 〈VCD〉 = 3.2 ± 0.73
(1013 molecules/cm2). right: Histogram of the time series.
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Figure 10.6: left: Time series of VCDs from 1996-2001 in Hawaii 〈VCD〉 = 2.8 ± 0.69 (1013
molecules/cm2). right: Histogram of the time series.
Figure 10.7: left: Time series of VCDs from 1996-2001 in Java 〈VCD〉 = 2.5±0.69 (1013 molecules/cm2).
right: Histogram of the time series.
Figure 10.8: left: Time series of VCDs from 1996-2001 in Congo 〈VCD〉 = 2.29 ± 0.79 (1013
molecules/cm2). right: Histogram of the time series.
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molecules/cm2). Going farther north (south) wards (Hawaii, Windward Islands, Altiplano) we
get 〈VCDHawaii〉 = 2.8± 0.69, 〈VCDWestIndies〉 = 3.2± 0.73, and 〈VCDAltiplano〉 = 3± 1.9. At
around 30◦ to 40◦ north (Sicily and the Dead Sea Valley) we already find a yearly cycle1 with
mean VCDs of 〈VCDSicily〉 = 3.73± 0.92 and 〈VCDDeadSea〉 = 3.78± 1.02.
Even if one assumed that the tropospheric signal from these regions were strong enough2 to
be detectable, the detection of a strongly localized signal still would be very unlikely, because
of the large ground pixel size of GOME. Assuming as an example that the highest VCDs in
a say volcanic plume reach up to 2 · 1015 molecules/cm2 over the whole plume and assuming
the plume has a size of 30 km2 the resulting excess BrO against the background measured by
GOME over a standard ground pixel of 320 · 40 km2 would be less than 5 ·1012 molecules/cm2,
which is small compared to background values and statistical fluctuations.
1In order to avoid a masking of a possible event due to annual variation, time series for periods with high
volcanic activity have been checked (not shown). Additionally time series were compared to time series over
a reference sector(also not shown). Both approaches could neither give evidence for an increased level of
tropospheric BrO in lower latitudes.
2Therefore disregarding questions about ground albedo and tropospheric AMFs for short.
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Chapter 11
Transport of Polar Tropospheric
Bromine Monoxide towards
Mid-Latitudes
In recent years indications have been found that a BrO background concentration in the free
troposphere (e.g. Van Roozendael et al. (2002)) might be present. One possible contribution
might be due to the polar spring time boundary layer BrO events, but transport events of reac-
tive bromine towards lower latitudes and/or into the free troposphere from the polar boundary
layer have until now not been identified and studied in detail. However, recent studies discuss
Arctic circumpolar transport (Sommar et al., 2004) of air masses probably enriched in BrO as
well as uplift and transport over longer distances in the Antarctic (Frieß et al., 2004), where it
has been shown that these air masses previously have been in contact with the sea-ice surface
from several hours to days. However, it is still unclear whether this is a strictly local phe-
nomenon or if an export of halogen enriched air masses to other parts of the atmosphere, e.g.
towards lower latitudes or into the free troposphere, also occurs.
If this is the case, it has to be kept in mind for satellite observation that as air parcels are trav-
elling towards mid-latitudes usually a change in ground albedo occurs. Over sea-ice GOME is
sensitive to enhanced BrO VCDs while they are possibly underestimated over the ocean and
in general only detectable if air masses ascend to higher altitudes. Nevertheless, a few trans-
port events have been identified in the long time record of GOME BrO observations. These
transport episodes of air masses enriched in BrO from polar to mid latitudes will be discussed
below.
The GOME observations will be compared to trajectories derived with HYSPLIT1 (Draxler and
Hess, 1997; Draxler , 1999) (HYbrid Single Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory model)
using NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data2 and to sea-ice concentration maps3 (Kaleschke et al.,
2001) or to combined sea-ice snow cover maps4.
1The HYSPLIT model is provided by the NOAA Air Resources Laboratory via
http://www.arl.noaa.gov/hysplit.html
2NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis data provided by the NOAA-CIRES Climate Diagnostics Center, Boulder, Col-
orado, USA, from their Web site at http://www.cdc.noaa.gov
3AMSR sea-ice maps provided by IUP, Universität Bremen from their Web site at http://www.seaice.de/
4NOAA Satellite Service Division via http://www.ssd.noaa.gov/PS/SNOW/
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Evidence for transport of BrO from specific regions towards mid-latitudes is shown in the long
Figure 11.1: left: Long term mean BrO VCDs. The black ellipses mark areas where possible ’spill out’
occurs. right: Long term mean UV intensities measured by GOME. Image courtesy M. Grzegorski, IUP
Heidelberg.
term mean of daily BrO VCDs from GOME (Fig. 11.1). Areas marked with black ellipses show
higher BrO VCDs in mid-latitudes as compared to other regions of similar latitude. Since this is
a long year mean also other such as dynamical, aspects influencing the global BrO-distribution
have to be taken into account. In Fig. 11.2 the average surface level pressure (Kalnay et al.,
1996) in the long term mean and for February and August are shown5. As was discussed
in section 2.3.1 cyclones transport air masses counterclockwise from higher to lower latitudes
while anticyclones are responsible for clockwise transport from lower to higher latitudes in the
northern hemispheres and, of course, vice versa in the southern hemisphere. The diffusional cy-
clonic transport in the northern hemisphere is stronger than in the southern hemisphere which
might explain why transport events across the north Atlantic occur while the transport events
in the southern hemisphere only extend over relatively smaller distances. The BrO distribution
shown in Fig. 11.1 agrees very well with the cyclonic/anticyclonic patterns shown in Fig. 11.2:
Relatively high BrO is found left of the anticyclones in the northern and right in the southern
hemisphere. The same agreement holds for the comparison with average wind directions at
1000 hPa (not shown): Transport occurs over the Atlantic towards Europe, Scandinavia and
Siberia towards the Sea of Okhotsk and northwards at the west coasts of South America, Africa
and Australia respectively. The patterns shown in Fig. 11.1 can not be explained by a change
in tropopause heights only6 as can be inferred from Fig. 11.3. In addition they can neither be
explained by a possible albedo effect because in comparison to the long year mean of measured
UV intensity (Fig. 11.1 (right)) it can clearly be seen, that the patterns are distinct, although a
higher signal in the source regions of BrO, which is due to the higher albedo, in agreement with
Fig. 11.1 (left) is found. Therefore a possible explanation would be that air parcels enriched in
BrO are transported from polar latitudes towards mid latitudes, thereby being lifted up into
the free troposphere.
From the case studies discussed below it can be concluded that a lower limit of the lifetime
5Images provided by the NOAA-CIRES Climate Diagnostics Center, Boulder Colorado from their Web site
at http://www.cdc.noaa.gov/
6The lower the tropopause the smaller the tropospheric fraction becomes. Especially for a free tropospheric
background the tropopause heights could have an impact, since the sensibility of GOME over dark surfaces
decreases for lower altitudes.
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Figure 11.2: Long term mean sea level pressure (top). Mean sea level pressure in February (middle) and
August (bottom).
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Figure 11.3: Mean tropopause heights during January to March (top) and July to August (bottom).
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(see also section 3.3.3) of BrO in the free troposphere is of about several days. In all cases
that will be discussed BrO clouds are traceable by GOME for at least four days. But the
real lifetime is probably larger than these four days if the dilution of air masses, the changing
ground albedo, meteorological conditions and the altitude in which transport occurs are taken
into account: The concentration of BrO is diluted by air mixing from within into the air parcel
under observation. These air parcels originate in polar regions and are transported over open
water or land later on which results in sharp and strong changes in ground albedo along the
trajectories. As long as the BrO cloud is still above sea ice or snow covered ground the sen-
sibility of GOME is much higher than over open water. So that in the latter case the VCD
could be underestimated. If air masses ascend to greater altitudes their visibility by GOME
also increases. Since the likely loss mechanism is wet and/or dry deposition of BrO itself or
of halogen rich aerosols a higher altitude, apart from a different chemical environment, would
also result in a longer lifetime.
In particular, the transport events during January 1998 and February 1999 extended over a
long distance and have been associated according to the HYSPLIT trajectories with an ascent
to greater altitudes and the February 1999 event took place over ice and snow covered regions
as did the transport event in March 2000.
Unfortunately the development of an algorithm to detect transport events has not been success-
ful yet, therefore these unambiguous events had to be picked by eye. Events of this type occur
about once or twice per hemispherical winter/spring. In the following some of these events
will be presented in detail. It has to be kept in mind that HYSPLIT sometimes computes a
rather low altitude for the air masses that are transported which is in contradiction to the low
sensitivity of GOME over the ocean surface. However, this discrepancy can be explained by
local convection which might not be represented well enough in HYSPLIT. Nevertheless the
calculated trajectories and the GOME observations agree very well.
11.1 Transport Events in the Antarctic
Antarctic Transport Event towards Africa, July 1996 (Fig. 11.4) At July, 12, 1996
air-masses originating from the rim of the Antarctic sea-ice, south of Africa, were transported
north-east. They could be tracked by GOME for four subsequent days although the HYSPLT
forward trajectories show that the part of air-masses originating at 60◦ S, 5◦ W that was
transported north-east stayed at latitudes below 500 m. The distance the air-masses have been
transported is rather small about 3 Mm. At July, 15 they are located at about 45◦ S, 30◦ E.
Antarctic Transport Event towards Australia, August 1999 (Fig. 11.5) At August,
6, 1999 air masses stemming from the Antarctic sea ice at around 60◦ S, 60◦ E have been
transported towards Australia. They have been observed by GOME for four subsequent days.
The HYSPLIT trajectories show that these air masses did not ascend more than 500 m. At the
fourth day they are observed at around 45◦ S, 110◦ E travelling a distance of about 4 Mm.
Antarctic Transport Event towards South-America, August 2001 (Fig. 11.6) A
transport event of air masses from the Antarctic sea ice towards South America has been
observed from August 17 to 20, 2001. The trajectories show that part of the air masses
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Figure 11.4: GOME observations for July, 12 - 15, 1996 (Transport event marked by black ellipses. Color
scale reaches from 4 to 8 · 1013 molecules/cm2), sea-ice extent at July, 12 (color scale from blue (ocean)
over black (50%) to white (100%)) and HYSPLIT forward trajectories are shown.
originating near the Ross Sea have been transported northwards and near to the western coast
of South America. During this transport HYSPLIT trajectories indicate that ascent to greater
altitudes has occurred.
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Figure 11.5: GOME observations for August, 6 - 10, 1999. Sea-ice extent at August, 6. HYSPLIT forward
trajectories.
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Figure 11.6: GOME observations for August, 17 -20, 2001. Sea-ice extent at August, 17. HYSPLIT
forward trajectories.
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11.2 Transport Events in the Arctic
Arctic Transport Event towards Mid-Atlantic, January 1998 (Figs. 11.7 and 11.8)
During the beginning of January 1998 Arctic air-masses with elevated BrO VCDs have been
transported towards the Mid Atlantic. Trajectories starting at January, 5 at the Ungava Bay
(near Hudson Bay) are very consistent with the GOME observations. However, as the trajec-
tories starting from January 4 at the Hudson Bay itself and the backward trajectories ending
at the Ungava Bay at January, 5 suggest, it is possible that the air-masses originated farther
north in the Beaufort Sea and have been transported over the North American continent. This
would result in a BrO lifetime of about seven days. At January, 8 BrO enriched air-masses are
lifted up into greater altitudes.
Figure 11.7: GOME observations for January, 5 - 8, 1998. Sea-ice extent at January, 5.
Arctic Transport Events towards the Black Sea, February 1999
(Figs. 11.9 and 11.10) During February, 1999 two transport events originating in
the Canadian Archipelago towards Europe have been observed (marked by black and red
ellipses in Fig. 11.9). The air-masses have passed over Greenland, Island, the United Kingdom
and Scandinavia. They are then traceable across Europe until they reached the northern coast
of the Black Sea. It is important to note (see Fig. 11.10, upper image) that most of Europe
was snow covered at that time. Although Fig. 11.10 (top) does not show ice in the Black Sea
this can not entirely be ruled out, since it is known that at the Caspian Sea whose northern
part sometimes is icebound enhanced boundary layer BrO can be observed (Wagner et al.,
2001). The first event (black) has been tracked for five days while the second event extended
over nine days. Back trajectories have been calculated for both events. They show that part
of the air masses enriched in BrO indeed originated in the Canadian Archipelago and have
been transported in great heights towards the Black Sea. Probably the lifetime of BrO has
been highly increased due to transport in high altitudes.
Arctic Transport Event towards Japan, March 2000 (Fig. 11.11) Another transport
event from the Laptev Sea towards Japan has been observed from March, 8 to March, 11, 2000.
The air masses crossed the snow covered continent and were observed at the fourth day over
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the Sea of Okhotsk, north of Japan. However, it has to be noted that boundary layer BrO
events also occur at the Sea of Okhotsk itself.
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Figure 11.8: HYSPLIT forward and backward trajectories (cf. Fig. 11.7).
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Figure 11.9: Two transport events (black and red ellipses) are shown. GOME observations for February,
15 - 27, 1999.
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Figure 11.10: Snow cover and sea-ice. HYSPLIT backward trajectories for both events.
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Figure 11.11: GOME observations for March, 8 - 11, 2000. Sea-ice extent and snow cover at August, 7.
HYSPLIT forward trajectories.
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What is necessary "for the very existence of science", and what the characteristics of nature are, are
not to be determined by pompous preconditions, they are determined always by the material with which
we work, by nature herself. [...] If science is to progress, what we need is the ability to experiment,
honesty in reporting the results – the results must be reported without somebody saying what they
would like the results to have been – and finally - an important thing - the intelligence to interpret the
results. An important point about this intelligence is that it should not be sure ahead of time what
must be. It cannot be prejudiced, and say "That is very unlikely; I don’t like that".
Richard Feynman
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Chapter 12
Conclusions
The normalized (section 5.3) data set consisting of six years of GOME BrO measurements from
1996 to 2001 has been analyzed using various approaches. Temporal, spatial, and statistical
variations have been investigated. Important questions that have been addressed during the
course of this study were the temporal evolution of both, stratospheric and tropospheric BrO.
Their annual and interannual variability have been studied focussing on changes in magnitude,
source strengths and correlation with other parameters like ozone mixing ratios and sea ice
coverage. The study of tropospheric BrO has been extended to mid-latitudes (chapter 10).
It has been studied whether a separation of stratospheric and tropospheric fractions of the
observed total BrO VCDs is possible in order to describe spatial and temporal evolution of
stratospheric and tropospheric BrO in more detail. In particular two methods to achieve this
separation have been employed (chapter 8). The results of the reference site method have
then been used in a case study for a comparison with in-situ ozone observations (section 8.2).
The derived time series of stratospheric BrO have been analyzed to verify whether the
annual cycle is conform with the current understanding of stratospheric BrO and if changes
on the average in the stratospheric BrO abundances as suggested by other measurements
can be observed from satellite (section 8.1.1). Asymmetries between both hemispheres have
been discussed (section 9.2). Furthermore the lifetime of (free) tropospheric BrO has been
estimated, transport events towards mid-latitudes were investigated (chapter 11) and evidence
for the existence of a free tropospheric background has been discussed.
During the course of this thesis a new method, relying on a fixed SZA intervall, for the sepa-
ration of stratospheric and tropospheric BrO VCD fractions has been developed (section 8.1).
It has been shown for the first time from satellite observations of BrO that the areas covered
by elevated BrO VCDs in the northern hemisphere have increased, i.e. the source strength
of tropospheric BrO during 1996 to 2001 has increased by about 10% per year (section 9.4).
Likely reasons for this finding also have been discussed. Furthermore transport events of polar
boundary layer BrO to mid latitudes have been discovered (chapter 11). An increase of strato-
spheric BrO VCDs in accordance with other measurements has been observed (section 8.1.1)
and tropospheric BrO VCDs have been successfully compared to in-situ ozone measurements
(section 8.2.1). Additional evidence for the existence of a free tropospheric BrO background
has been gathered.
The main results of this thesis are summarized below:
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Stratospheric BrO
• Stratospheric VCDs derived with the fixed SZA interval method (section 8.1) show no
significant tropospheric features
• The monthly averaged stratospheric BrO VCDs agree well in time as well as in magnitude
with the total BrO VCDs (Fig. 9.5).
• The stratospheric VCD decreases towards the equator (Fig. 9.2, Fig. 9.5, Fig. 9.8, and
discussion in chapter 10).
• The stratospheric maxima in both hemispheres occur during winter (peaking in January
and July respectively), the minima during summer. This is seen in both, the daily
(Figs. 8.1 and 8.2) and the monthly averaged data (Fig. 8.5). A sine function can be
fitted to the data. The period of high stratospheric BrO extends for about four months
(November to February in the northern and May to August in the southern hemisphere).
Note that, as the SZA interval is fixed the latitude changes over the year.
• The stratospheric minima as derived with the fixed SZA method are slightly larger in the
northern (∼ 2.5 · 1013 molecules/cm2) than in the southern (∼ 2.3 · 1013 molecules/cm2)
hemisphere, both stay relatively constant during 1996-2001 (see also results on free tro-
pospheric BrO).
• The stratospheric maxima in the northern hemisphere are a little higher than in the
southern hemisphere. The difference might partly be due to a ground albedo effect, since
the sea ice in northern winter extends to lower latitudes than in the southern hemisphere
(see also results on free tropospheric BrO).
• The maxima are different from year to year and higher in the northern hemisphere, where
peak values of 5.5 - 6 · 1013 molecules/cm2 occurred in the winters 1997/98 and 1998/99.
In the southern hemisphere a slight increase from 5.1 to about 5.5 · 1013 molecules/cm2
between 1996-2001 has been observed.
• A trend analysis for the monthly averages for the four winter months separately yields an
increase of 5.9 · 1011 molecules/cm2 per year in the northern and 7.8 · 1011 molecules/cm2
per year in the southern hemisphere (possible reasons are discussed in section 8.1.1).
Tropospheric BrO
• The tropospheric maxima in the northern hemisphere are found between March and May
while not exactly half a year later between August and October the tropospheric maxima
are found in the southern hemisphere (Fig. 9.6, Fig. 9.7, and Fig. 9.8).
• The asymmetry in the temporal delay between stratospheric and tropospheric maxima
are larger in the northern hemisphere (Fig. 9.8, Fig. 9.9, and Fig. 9.10) which can also be
seen in the different distributions in section 9.3 where the statistical distribution of BrO
VCDs in the northern hemisphere is clearly not unimodal while that is not as evident
for the southern hemisphere due to the short delay. The different time delay between
stratospheric and tropospheric maxima, is due to the different geographical distribution
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of sea ice. While the sea ice in the northern hemisphere covers a larger area and a broader
latitude range it is confined to a relatively small area in the southern hemisphere. Thus
the peak tropospheric VCDs in the southern hemisphere also occur in a smaller latitude
band (Fig. 9.5).
• The amplitudes of BrO VCDs are larger in the northern hemisphere with larger maxima
and lower minima (Fig. 9.8) and cover a broader latitude range (Fig. 9.5). Tropospheric
VCDs show larger values and larger variations in space and time compared to stratospheric
BrO.
• Another asymmetry between both hemispheres is found: In the northern hemisphere the
maximum is found during spring followed by a summer minimum, an increase towards
autumn and rather constant values during winter. In the southern hemisphere a weak
maximum is found in spring persisting longer than in the northern hemisphere with a little
decrease towards and a shallow minimum in summer. Followed by a stronger decrease
and a minimum in winter (Figs. 9.6 and 9.7). This asymmetry could be explained by the
sea ice extent at a given time of year and the availability of light to drive photochemistry.
For another hypothesis see also the results concerning free tropospheric BrO.
• Tropospheric BrO VCDs show a fair agreement with data derived from other platforms
(chapter 7).
• The reference method to derive tropospheric BrO VCDs (section 8.2) yields good results
in both hemispheres. The tropospheric events in spring are clearly visible while relatively
low and merely constant values are observed during the rest of year. This has been
analyzed in more detail in a case study (section 8.2.1) in which good agreement with
in-situ ozone measurements and snowmelt dates were found.
Sources and Source Strengths of Tropospheric BrO
• The identification of tropospheric sources of BrO in mid-latitudes around volcanoes or
salt lakes has not been successful. What has been found is the confirmation of the lati-
tudinal dependence of total BrO VCDs. The statistical distribution of all data analyzed
(chapter 10) is unimodular.
• Tropospheric BrO VCDs show a maximum in spring at polar regions declining smoothly
towards the equator (Fig. 9.5, Fig. 9.8). They are closely connected to potential frost
flower areas (section 3.3.1.1) and found where sea ice has been built up during winter, e.g.
therefore a ring-like structure around the Antarctic is found. Neither over the Antarctic
continent nor Greenland or the North Atlantic where no sea ice is located tropospheric
BrO events have been found.
• The areas where clouds of high tropospheric BrO VCDs exceeding 5.5 · 1013
molecules/cm2 in the monthly average are found has increased in the northern hemi-
sphere by 10% per year during 1996-2001 (section 9.4). Probably the changes in the
Arctic sea ice cover (section 2.5) due to anthropogenic forcing of the climate system
are responsible for this increase. Consequences amongst others are an increase in the
global tropospheric BrO background, an increased ozone destruction, a reduction of the
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HO2/OH ratio, a reduction of the NOx catalyzed ozone production, a bromine catalyzed
chlorine activation and an increase in the deposition of reactive mercury compounds with
a subsequent accumulation in the food web.
BrO in the Free Troposphere
• A low fall increase in tropospheric BrO VCDs in the northern hemisphere has been
detected with the reference site method (section 8.2) which is likely due to an albedo
effect. By using various references over the ocean and over Greenland and appropriate
AMFs a contribution of ∼ 2 pptv from the free troposphere to the total BrO abundance
has been estimated.
• In the same case study it has been found that the mountain range acts as a transport
barrier (section 8.2.1, Fig. 8.16), therefore air masses of elevated BrO VCDs are observed
scarcely at the interior site. In addition O3 has been found to be more variable than BrO
which could be due to the large ground pixel size (horizontal patchiness) or because of
an aloft layer enriched in BrO. Both support the hypothesis of a free tropospheric BrO
background.
• The decline of total BrO VCDs towards summer is delayed with respect to the strato-
spheric BrO VCDs (Figs. 9.9 and 9.10) in both hemispheres also supporting the hypothesis
of a free tropospheric BrO background.
• The asymmetry in the winter and summer between both hemispheres with a global min-
imum around day of year 180-210 can be regarded as in indicator for a free tropospheric
BrO background that can be seen in the middle of the year when neither stratospheric
and tropospheric maxima in the northern nor in the southern hemisphere occur.
• Transport events of polar tropospheric Bro have been discovered. These events support
the hypothesis of the existence of a free tropospheric BrO background, since these trans-
port events lead to a transport of polar tropospheric BrO towards mid-latitudes and/or
into the free troposphere. A lower boundary of four days as the lifetime of free tropo-
spheric BrO can be derived from these measurements.
• The larger stratospheric minima and maxima in the northern hemisphere as compared to
the southern hemisphere together with the stronger diffusional cyclonic transport in the
northern hemisphere might indicate that the free tropospheric BrO background is higher
in the northern hemisphere than in the southern hemisphere.
Chapter 13
Outlook
Next steps to continue the investigation of stratospheric and tropospheric bromine monoxide
from satellite should include the following technical and scientific aspects:
The quality of the GOME BrO data should be improved. The whole GOME data set should
be reprocessed using an improved degradation correction. A new fit-algorithm developed by
Kraus (2004) should be used to derive BrO SCDs. This fit-algorithm allows e.g. the adjustment
of the Fraunhofer fit coefficient and the use of an additional non-linear polynomial to account
for an intensity offset. In addition, a newly developed Monte-Carlo radiative transfer model
”TRACY” (von Friedeburg , 2003) should be used to derive improved AMFs, in order to improve
the computation of BrO VCDs. This is especially important for investigating case studies using
appropriate tropospheric AMFs.
A longer BrO column density data set should be derived. For the cases where only faulty solar
spectra have been measured by GOME, daily equatorial spectra reflected from the Earth should
be used as reference spectra. BrO column densities should be derived from SCIAMACHY. The
analyses performed in this thesis should be extended to the whole time series.
Correlation analysis between tropospheric BrO VCDs in various years and the sea ice dis-
tribution should be performed. This could especially improve the area trend analysis: The
computation of daily areas covered by enhanced BrO clouds for various Arctic and Antarctic
sectors should be compared in detail to the sea ice extent and to the potential frost flower area
as well.
An algorithm that is capable of detecting transport events should be developed. This algorithm
could enable the quantification of event frequency and the amount of BrO transported. The
derived transport frequency should be analyzed for various years, in order to detect possible
signatures of NAO as well as ENSO years in this data.
BrO column densities derived from SCIAMACHY should be used to detect BrO over salt lakes
and from volcanoes, because SCIAMACHY measurements have a higher spatial resolution than
GOME. During cloud-free days limb-nadir matching should be used in order to detect volcanic
BrO emissions.
Finally, synergistic use of various spaceborne instruments, e.g. instruments aboard ENVISAT
should be achieved.
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Appendix A
Programming
The program code used for the retrieval and analysis of GOME data has been developed as a
shared project in the satellite group. The algorithms that have been used in this thesis have
been developed using the C++ programming language (Stroustrup, 1997). These algorithms
especially include the normalization procedure, the computation of areas covered by BrO and
the stratosphere/troposphere separation. Previously written code, in particular, data structures
and classes developed by Leue (1999) and Wenig (2002) has been used.
The code can be viewed on request.
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Appendix B
Mathematical Formulas
B.1 Statistics
Further details on mathematical statistics can be found e.g. in the free encyclopedia ”wikipedia”
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_statistical_topics).
B.1.1 χ2
The χ2-test tests if the probability density function of a random variable x is Gaussian. This
method is also used in the spectral fitting process (see section 5.1.1). χ2 is defined as:
χ2 =
∑
i
(hi − 〈xi〉)2
〈xi〉 , (B.1)
with the empirical frequency hi and the (theoretical) expectation value 〈xi〉.
B.1.2 Correlation Coefficient
The variance1 of a statistical variable x in a Gauß-Markov process is
σ2 = 〈x2〉 − 〈x〉2 = 1
N
∑
i
(xi − 〈x〉)2 := var(x). (B.2)
The variance of two variables is defined as:
var(x+ y) = var(x) + var(y) + 2cov(x, y), (B.3)
with the co-variance
cov(x, y) := 〈(x− 〈x〉) · (y − 〈y〉)〉 = 〈√σx2 · √σy2〉 (B.4)
1In practical cases the empirical standard-deviation s =
√
s2 = 1
N−1
∑N
i (xi − 〈x˜〉)2 with the sample mean
〈x˜〉 is often used.
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These two variables are uncorrelated if cov(x, y) = 0 and linear dependent if cov(x, y) = 1. The
correlation coefficient2 is defined as:
r =
cov(x, y)√
σx
2 · √σy2
. (B.5)
If two variables are linear dependent a linear regression can be performed:
σ2(Y ) = α+ βx, with
n∑
i=1
(yi − (α+ βxi)2) != Min. (B.6)
This allows the approximate computation of the regression coefficients α˜, and β˜ and of σ2. The
regression graph is given by y(x) = α˜+ β˜x
2cf. Cauchy-Schwartz inequality: |〈x, y〉|2 ≤ 〈x, x〉 ◦ 〈y, y〉 which is equal if and only if x and y are linear
dependent.
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